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ABSTRACT
This research ,is an attempt to reveal aspects of History
teaching concealed in conventional or popular beliefs about
the Black Matriculation pass/fail statistics.

The classroom practices of two History teachers are described.
One comes from an "achieving" Soweto secondary school. The
school is popularly contrived as an "achieving" school becauso
it is known in the cornmuI:ityfor produ!jing better than average

DET Matriculation resu}ts. The cla~sroom practices of another
teacher. from an "underachieving" school. are also described.
This school is known in the community for producing lmV'erthan
average DET results over a number of years.

These classroom prac,-ices are illuminated against the backdrop
of the high pass/low faj,lure rate during the eighties, w'ith
particulpr reference to the year 1989. This is the year in

which the DET matriculation pass/failure rate was the worst in
tIledecade of the eighties,

In-depth interviews were conducted over a period of eighteen
months and twenty interviews with each of the two teachers.
Their accounts of clessroom practices in 1989, as cultural
scenes in their own tenns. provide inSights int.o the
conditions which domInated their teaching and their classrooms
practices in that year.

The interviews were taped. transcribed and described to
provide insights into life in the History class€lswhich might



c.\ssist with a reading of the 1989 Matriculation pass/fai 1
statistics.

The data suggests that the paralysis in Black education in
that year was both a pedagogical and a political phenomenon.
The impact of vitHence, boycotts and stayaways on the
classroom practices is measured in terms of the results. It
also suggests that the "achieving" school was better able to
ove =ome this impasse by building a positive ethos ~\"hilst the
"underachieving" scbool was .left completely paralysed and
ineft'ect.ive through the intransigence of the students,
teacher~3 and..par'ent.a ,

Finally}' the paper suggests that a proper reading of the 1989
Black matriculation pass/failure rate statistics is one which
takes into cognisance the prevailing conditions in the
classrooms prior to the examinations.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study i~ to illuminate what is typically
concealed in the Black matriculation pass/fail statistics,
with specific reference to History in 1989. against the
backdrop of a decade of high. failure and low pass ra,teamongst

DET matriculants during the eighties.

Pass/failure rate statistics tend to reveal as much as they
conceal. Matriculation students' pass/fail statistics in the
eighties. especially in 19.89. reveal a history of failure
among Black students. But concealed in these statistics are
the disruptions which prevailed in the classrooms of secondary
schools in Sowate and how teachers were frustrated in their
attempts to engage in conventional daily classroom practices.
Also hidden in the statistics is how these disruptions and
frustrations in turn exacerbated History· classroom conditions
and teaching throughout the eighties.

It is the high failure/lOW pass rate among DET Matriculation
stUdents over the eighties, especially in 1989, that aroused
the interest of this researcher.

High failure/low pass in the Matriculation Examinations have
led to the research problem of whether Black student$ in the
Department of Education and Training (DET) are unable to cope
with the Matriculation academic programme. It also raises the
question of whether the Matriculation pass/feil statistics

present an accurate and complete picture of Blavk stud''"'intst
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present an accurate and complete picture of Black students'
inability to pass 1:;heMatriculation examinations.

This study describes the ::-lassroompractices at two 'History
teachers, one from an a{{.;Tl'.i~vingschool and the other from an
under--achieving achoo t ~ 'lrti1.h the aim of illuminating these

:t
classroom plactices against tihe backdrop of high failure/low
pass rate statistics in 1989. In-depth interViews (which were
taped. transcribed and coded) were conducted. with each of the
two t~achers.

rfheresearch questions whiGh formed the mein thrust of this
study are:

* What is concealed in the Black Matriculation
pass/fail statistics of the 1980's, ~JspectifllY
in 19891

* What conditions prevailed in SOvTe,to secondary
schools' History classrooms in 1989 which can
inform a reading of the nET pass/f~ilure rate
statistics?
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CHAPTER1

BLACKMATRICPASS/FAIL STATISTICS :,1980-1989

According to Franz Auerbach. the problems that schools

experienced in 1989 were ~ legacy of the early and mid-
eighties. He al'''guedthat some ,')fthe failures of 1989 were
t.hoae students who had missed out on two or more years of
education as a result 0: the unrests of the mid-eighties ("The
Star" 11/1/90: 5}

Hartshorne makes the following striking comment about the 1989

Black matriculation results:

"These results are the worst.
candidates since 1962. showing
failure rate of nearly sixty
(Hartshorne 1992~ 82).

for black
an overall

percent"

According to Hartshorne, the 1989 Black Matriculation results
were the worst in twenty-seven years and, the decade of the
eighties, itself gloomy, revealS a rrumber of other issues as
evidenced hy Table 1 below.

The trend in the first half of the decade indicates a steady
decline in the numbers of passing DET students: 52,4% of the
tota.l number of black matriculation students passed their
examinations in 1980, 50,4% in 1981, 48,4% in 1982, 48,3% in
1983, 48,7% j.n1984 and 46,7% in 1985. This downward trend.
Hartshorne argues, is a cause for concern. The second half of
the decade indicates a steady rise in the number of students
passing DET examinations. In 1986, 51,6% of the students
passed, 56% passed in 1987 and 56,7% passed in 1988. The
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results in 1989, instead of being better than those of. the
previous YSd, .:~ 1988, suddenly dropped. The number 9;:students
who passed foheDET matriculation examinations was drastically
r:"~ducedwith the pass l'!ercentagein that year falling to 41.8.

TABLE 1! BLACK MATRICULATION RESULTS
1980-1989.

YEAR ENTRIES UNIV. SCHOOL rOTAL TOTAL
ENTRANCE LEAVING PASSES Fi\ILURES-

1980 43 237 6 447 16 203 22 650 20 S87
14~9% 37.5% 52.4% 47,69'6

1981 57 529 6 803 22 220 29 023 28 506
11,8% 38.6% 50,4% 49.6%

1982 70 241 7 005 26 954 33 959 36 282
1--, 10,0% 38.4% c 48.4% 51.6%

1983 82 449 8 128 31 687 39 815 42 6.34
~,9% 38.4% 48,.3% 51,7%~

1984 86 191 9 727 32 219 41 946 44 425
11,3% 37.4% 48,7% 51,.3%

190.5 82 815 9 958 28~ 741 38 699 44 116
l~TO% 34.7% 46.7% 53,3%

1986 100 012 13 460 38 150 51 610 48 402
13,5% 38.1% 51.6% 48,4%

1987 150 119 24 597 59 601 84 198 65 921
16,4% 39,7% 56% 43.9%

1988 .. ~~ 123 30 685 75,500 lG-> 185 80 938-',

16,4% 40,3% 15,7% 43~3%
1989 209 319 21 357 66 153 87 510 121 809

10,2% 31.6% 41,8% 58,2% ,

(HARTSHORNE 1992: 81)

From the above table,. the results in 1988 showed an upward
trend, the best for the decade. In that year. 187,123
candidates,sat for the matriculation examinations. Of these,
30,685, representing 16,4%, obtained the university entrance
pass while 75,500, about 40,3%, obtained the school leaving
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results in 1989. instead of being better tnan those of the
previous year, 1988. suddenly dropped. The number of students
who pae.;)dd the DET matriculation exami.nations was drastically
reduced viiththe pass percentage in that year falling'to 41.8.

TABLE 1; BLACK MATRICULATION RESULTS
1980-1989.

YEAR ENTRIES UNIV. SCHOOL TOTAL TOTAL
ENTRANCE LEAVING PASSES 'FAILURES.

1980 43 237 6 447 16 203 22 650 20 587
14.9% 37,5% 52,4% 47,6%

1981 57 529 6 803 22 220 29 023 28 506
11,8% 38,6% 50,4% 49.6%

1982 70 241 7 005 26 954 33 959 36 282. 10,0% 38,4% 48,4% 51,6%
1983 82 449 8 128 31 68'; ~ 39 815 42 634

9,9% 38,4% 1 48.3% 51.7%-
1984 86 191 9 727 32 219 41 946 44 425

11,3% 37.4% 48,79,[, 51,3%
1985 82 815 9 958 28, 741 38 699 44 116

12,0% 34,7% 46.7% 53,3%
1986 100 012 13 460 38 150 51 610 48 402

13,5% 38,1% 51.6% 48,4%
1987 150 119 24 597 59 601 84 198 65 921

16,4% 39,7% 56% 43,9%
1988 'lf8T 123 30 685 75,500 106 185 80 938

16,4% 40,3% 56.7% 43.3%
1989 209 319 21 357 66 153 87 510 121 809

10.2% 31,6% 41.8% 58,2%
~.-

(HARTSHORNE 1992: 81)

From the above table, the results in 1988 showed an upward
trend, the best for the decade. In that year, 187,123
candidates, sat for the mat.r-tcut at f or,examinations. Of these,
30,685, representing 16,4%. obtained the university entrance
pass while 75,500, about 40,3%, Obtained the school leaving
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pass. This brought the total number of passes to 106,185 a
56.'7%pass rate. The failure rate in that year was SO.938,
which in percentages stood at 43.3%. This upward trend was
expected to improve the following year, however. the opposite
occurred.

In 1989 there was an increase of 22.196 candidates on the
number that had entered for the matriculation examinations in
1988. Whereas we would have expected the number of passes to
have increased because more students wrote in 1989, we instead.
have a contradictory situation. In 1989 there were 18.675
less passes than in 1988 whilst there were 40.871 more
failures in that year than in 1988. Out of a total of 209.
319. only 21,357 (10,2%), obtained the University Entrance
pass, 9,328 less than the previous year. There were 66,153
(~bout 31.6%) candidates who obtained the school leaving pass
(9,347 less than in 1988). The total number of passes was

87.510. about 41,8% of the total number of candidates and
14,9% less than the pass percentage in the previous year.

The total number of failures in 1989 alone. about 121.809, was
three times the total number of candidates \"7hohad entered for
the examinations at the beginning of the decade in 1980
(43.237) and higher than the total number of candidates who
had _ntered for the same examinations in 1986 (100,012). It
was even higher than the total number of passes (106,185) in
the previous year. 1988.
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In summary, university entrance passes in the decade of the
eighties indicate an inconsistent trend, They decreased from
14,9% in 1980 to 11,8% in 1981. 10% in 1982 and 9,9% in 1983.
An upward trend commences in 1984 when 11.3% obtained the
University Entrance pass, 12% in 1985, 13.5% .i)\1986, 16.4% in
1987 and in 1988. This trend was r-ever-sedin 1989 when only
10.2% of the total number of candidates (209 213) for the
mat.r-d cule'tton examinations obtained the university entrance
passes.

Fewer standard 10 candidates who passed obtained the
in this period. In otheruniversity entrance certificate

words, more passes were in the school leaving category where

the passing percentage was consistently above 35% except in
1985 when it went down to 34,7% and in 1989 When it was 31,6%.
There is an upward trend between 1980 and 1981 when the
percentages were 37,5 in 1980, 38,6% in 1982. It went down by

0,2 percent to 38.4% in L982 and remained there in 1983
(38,4%). It went down again (37,4%) in 1984 and dropped
further (34,7%) in 1985. Between 1986 and 1988 the trend was
upward. 38.1% in 1986, 39,1% in 1987 and 40,3% in 1988. The
lowest for the decade was in 1989 when it went down to 31,6%,
falling by 8.7%-on the performance of the previous year.

These statistics suggest that the trend in the pass/failure

rate in DET matric in this period differ for University
Entrance passes and standard 10 School Leaving passes. In the
case of the University Entrance passeS there was a downward
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trend between 1980 and 1983 and an upward trend between 1984
and 1988, and a sudd~n drop in 1989. On the other hand. the
Schoo 1 Leavin9" pa~'3ses• wh ich were always higher than the
Univarsi ty Entrance pass'es, did not show any consistency.
There was ~ rise between 1980 and 19S1. a 0.2% drop in 1982,
which remained the same in tha follo~li.ng year, a downward
trend between 1983 and 1985 and an upward trend between 1986
and 1988 and when an improvement was expected in 1989, there
was instead a heavy drop in that ye~r.

THE RESULTS AT REGIONAL LEVEL
Table 2 shows results in eight l:"egionsinto which the DET is
divided. Emphasis is on compar-daon based on the range of
performance from the highest to the lowest achieving region.
These inc...1\..iethe Or,'3.ngeFree State, Cape, Nata 1, Northern
Transvaal. urange Vaal, Johannesburg, Highveld and Diamond
Fields. The statistics here reveal that there is a difference
in performance between rural and urban areas. In fact. they
reveal that in 1989 rural areas performed better than urban
areas. • g;;, ---Mos" important, they reveal that the Johannesburg
region performed worse than all the other regions under
control of the DET.

The distinction of urban from rural areas is important to
emphasize the observation that rural Black schools produce
better pass/failure rates t.hanurban areas. A comparison of
the Matriculation pass/failure rates between urban and rural
areas for 1989 is made in Table 2 below.
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TABLE 2: COMPARATIVE STATIST1CS. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
AND TRAINING BY REGIONS FOR 1989.

Region Entries Univ School Total Failures
Entrance leaving passes

OFS 3980 341 1252 1593 2387
8,6% 31.5% 40.1% 59,9%

.~

CAPE ~5351 417 1479 185)6 3485
7,7% 27,5% 35.2% 64.8%

NATAL 9:~'',:, 386 810 1196 2095
•

1.1,.7% 24,6% 36,3% ~ 63,7%
_,_.,,':." ~~~

N. TVL 641'; 119 2455 3574 2841.
I _1,5% 38% 55,8% 44,2%

t_",·oUw;;:>.:,-:-·

ORANGE 4710 576 1874 2430 2280
VAAL 12,2% 39,4% 51,6% 48,4% .

JO'BURG 5382 334 1139 1473 3909
6,2% 21,2% 27,4% 72,6%

H'VELD 10782 857 3017 3874 6908
8,0% 28,0% 36,0% 64,0%

DIAMOND 2627 275 971 1246 1381
FIELDS 10,5% 37,0% 47,5% 52,5%

TOTAL 42568 4305 ,12977 17282 25286
1Q,1% 30,5% 40,6% 59,4%

(Hartshorne 1992; 82)
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From the above table. the failure rate in 1989 showed a range
within the DET of from 44% in the Northern Transvaal to 72.6%
in Johannesburg. In the latter region. largely c0mprising
SOWb\..O.onLy 6,2% gained University Entrance passes and almost
three quarters failed (Hartshorne 1992: 82). It was in this
region that the DET produced the highest failure rate and the
lowest pass rate in the 1989 Matriculation examinations (Race
Relations Survey 1989/90: 830).

The Northern Transvaal. a rural region, performed better than
all the other regions, -1; t-lot a pass percentage of 55.8% out of
a total number ot 6,415 c~ndidates. Of these, 1,119 (17,5%),
obtained Universit1f Entrance passes and 2,455 (38%), obtained
a School Leaving puss. About 2,841 (44.2%) failed.

On the other hand, the results in the Johannesburg region of
the DET was a direct opposite of the picture in the Northern
Transvaal. In this region. 72,6% (3,909) of the total nUmber
(5.382·) of candidates ~lhosat for the examinations failed.
Only 1.473 candidates passed. Of those who passed, only 334
(6,2%) obtained a University Entrance pass, whilst 1,139
(21,2%) obtained a School Leaving pass. Both the University

Entrance and School Leaving passes in this region were below
the national average performance. The University Entrance and
School Leaving pass rates at national level were respectively

10,2% and 31,6%, compared with 6.2% and 21,2% respectively for
the Johannesburg region. This region obtained 11,3% less
University Entrance passes and 16,8% less School Leaving
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passes than the Northern Transvaal. From the above table, th~
Johannesburg region, which is completely urban, performed
worst than the predominantly rural areas, such as Northern
Natal, the Highveld, Orange Vaal, Orange Free State and the

Diamond Fields. From a similar observation, Hartshorne

concludes that as far as this region was concerned:

The results in 1989 came much nearer to the
truth of the state of affairs in black
secondary schooling. 'ihe 1989 results, unlike
those of 1986-1988, were a truer reflection of
the state of affairs in the schools
(Hartshorne 1992: 84).

The Johannesburg region which had the highest number of
disturbances in the form of boycotts and stayaways had the

highest number of failures, the lowest overall pass

percentage, the lowest percentage of Un:~versity Entrance
passes and the lowest percentage of school leaving passes.
The region with the highest percentage of University Entrance
passes was the Northern Transvaal, where there were fewer
disturbances, if not none at all, followed by the Orange Vaal.
Then ~ame Natal, Diamond Fields, OFS. lIighveld, the Cape and
lastly, Johannesburg. The Orange Vaal region obtained the
hi~hest school leaving percentage, followed by the rest, with
Johannesburg the last.

The Pass Failure Ra~e Statistics in Individual Subjects in the
Johannesburg Region

The above discussion gives an overall picture of the
pass/failure rate statistics in the whole of the DET. It also
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shows a regional breakdown of these statistics. Th,e next

discussion focuses attention on the individual subjects in the
Johannesburg region with a view to finding out which
subject(s) produced the highest number of passes and which had
the highest number of failures. Ta~le 3 be10w provides the

statistics.
TABLE 3: AVERAGE % PASS RATE FOR INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS IN THE

JOHANNESBURG REGION

SUBJECT REGIONAL AVERAGE %

NORTH SOTHO HG 45,47
SOUTH SOTHO HG 50,22

_~SONGA HG 45.37
TSWANA HG 38,43
XHOSA HG 40,36
ZULU HG 41,01
AFRIKAANS. 2nd Language HG 35,12
ENGLISH 2nd Lanquaqe HG 44,67 ,

MATHEMATICS HG 13,40 .
MATHEMATICS SG 10,30
PHYSICAL SCIENCE HG 27,74
PHYSICAL SCIENCE SG 24,82
BIOLOGY HG 18,36
BIOLOGY SG 25,81
GEOGRAPHY HG 27.62
GEOGRAPHY SG 35,86
BIBLICAL STUDIES HG 33,36
BIBLICAL STUDIES SG 28,41
HISTORY HG 17,11
HISTORY SG 26,81
WOODWORK SG 31.17
HOME ECONOMICS SG '",39,73 i-

(DET REPORT No.6/16/5/6 1990: 25)
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From Table 2 above subjects with the highest failure/lowest
pass rate in the Johannesburg region were History. Biology and
Mathematics. History H.G. had a 17,11% overall pass rate
whilst History S.G. had a pass rate of 26.81%. Biology H.G.
had a pass rate of 18,36%. whilst Biology S.G. had a pass rate
of 25.81%. For Mathematics H.G. the pass rate was 13,4% and
for Mathematics S.G. it was 10,3%.

The Table fUrther shows that the languages, i.e. English,
Afrikaans and the Black languages had the highest pass/lowest
failure rate. Of all the subjects in the Johannesburg region
South Sotho had the highest pass/lowest failure rate.

As a History teacher, I found the low pass rate in the subject
a compelling reason to focus the attention of this study on
the classroom practices of History teachers in an attempt to
understand the pass/fai 1ur'e rate in the subject.

In summary this chapter reveals from

the above tables that in the decade

the statistics given in

of the eighties the Black
Matriculation pass/failure rate was lowest in 1989 and that in
that year, the Johannesburg region of the DET (comprising
Soweto) produced the highest failure and the lowest pass rate
in the whole country. The statistics also reveal that urban
and rural areas performed differently, with urban areas
performing worst, perhaps as a result of boycotts and

stayaways. They further reveal that History was amongst the
lowest passed subjects in the .region.
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as a resul,t of the latter revelation that this study
focus to the Hist~ry 'classroom practices in Sowato in

year 1989 :in an attempt to reveal conditions which
prevai led in these classrooms as a backdrop against which tl)'e
pass/failure rate statist.ics may be read.
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CHAPTER :2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON HISTORY TEACHING
An analysis of statistics between 1980 and. 1989 reveals an
alarming pass/failure rate in Black schools at matric level,
especially in subjects such as Hiscory. A review of the
literature on the topic indicates several focuses of interest
in this study.

This review of research into History teaching throws light on
conditions in secondary schools. It suggests that conditions
in the decade of the eighties. specifically in 1989 were
unfavourable for the production of good pass/failure rate
statistics. Major themes in the literature are:

* The content and Teaching of the Subject History.
* Under-provisioning of Black Education.

* Violence.
* Examinations.

CONTENT AND TEACHING OF THE SUBJECT HISTORY
Protest. boycotts, stayaways and poor matriculation results

are not new phenomena in the education of the black people of
South Africa. Bantu education was vigorously opposed from its
birth in 1953. Opposition came from the press, various public
forums and by some white and many black oppos at ron

politiCians. This opposition has often been entrenched in the
form of boycotts and stayaways (Tom Lodge 1984: 266). There
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is a strong argument that in the eighties these boycott:s and
stayaways were, 'among others" precipitated by the high faill..lre
rate in the African matriculation examf nat.fons as well as
rejection of what the students referred t!~as gutter education
because of its inferior and indoctrinatory content (Pam
Christie 1985: 250)., As explained by Lodge this kind of
opposition culminated in the drive to replace externally
administered and financed schools with own independent schools
wherein certain subje<~ts" for examp le History. came under
intense investigation and attracted attempts to replace it
with "al ternative subjects" (Lodge 1984: 269),

Educationists and researchers woo have studied
that there

the history
curriculum agree in their a:t'gnments
politics, indoctrination and
African history. They concur

apartheid
that the

ideology
is
in

naked
South

intention of history
was to maintain the political and economi~ status quo in which
blacks are subordinate to whites. The history textbookS,
written within the confines of Afrikaner historiography, teach
propaganda and prejudice, ".>ThilstbLack teachers, who are
controlled by the syllabus and work-programmes drawn by the
DBT reflect what they themselves have learned or failed to
learn when they wer'e at school, teacher training colleges
and/or university (Boyce 1976: 9).

The biggest probl~m lies in the fact that South African
history is written as if blacks have no history at all except
where their SUbservient and disruptive nature either helped or
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disorganised white progress, or as a people who went to war
over stolen property and who had to suffer successive defeats
from "punit.ive expeditions" aimed at "teaching the thieves a

lesson". Generally, most of South African history is used to
brainwash at.uderrce by concentrating on the appraisal of white
history at t.he expense of black history (Walker 1990: 303) .

.Bypresenting Afrika.ner history as South African history. the
Afrikaner is denying the very important and active
contribution of tl'~eblack man in the shaping of South African
his.tory. What is even more disappointing is that the heroism
of black resistance to their conquest is hardly mentioned

reje~tion of~>1hat has 1ed
rise of student

to theThis~ amongst othsrs, is
bantu education and the
1985; Walker 1990}. TIleuItimate consequence is

activism (]rIal teno

that students
almost lost trust and interest in the subject.

UNDERPROVISIONING OF BLACK EDUCATION
Black eduoat f en in particular has been vleakened by the lack of
schools and facilities, poorly qualified teachers, shortage of
textbooks and overcrowded classes. But as li'i"e11 as these 1ong-
standing grievances. the student complaints in the 1980's
centred around the extremely low black matriculation passes.

The Race Relations survey (1989/90: 795) explains that per
capita expendjture on African education was still the lowest
in 1988/1989. In ~hat financial year, the st~~e spent
R2.226-04 more on a w"hite child than t,_'1 an African child. It
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spent on a Coloured and Indian child.respectively, R565....51

and Rl.410-89 more than on an African child. It should be
noted that a ten year plan to equalise education funding,
triumphantly announced by the government in 1986 had ground to
a halt in 1989 because of economic stringency. In April 1989,

F,W. De Klel"k. who was then minister of National Education.
declared that the plan was "on hold" (Walker 1990: 132).

]\'1cordingto ti study published by the Institute for Fut.ur-e

Research (IFR) at the University of Stellenbosch in 1989, th...s
disparity in per capita expenditure is often politically
exploited and is usually attributed to purely political
factors and is blamed for the disparity in the matr:lculation
examination results of the different racial groups in the
country (Race Relations Survey 1989/90: 795),

Researchers have also focused on the disparity which exists in
the teacher-pupil ratios. on the disparity in the pro,risioning
and funding of the different racial groups in the country.
There are some who have looked at the reproductive power of
education and how education is manipulated to maintain the
status quo (Christie 1985: 98).

VIOLENCE
Black children. noticing these disparities in the provisioning
of t~ducation for the different .i.~acialgroups in S:outh Africa,

as well as in the content of the:irsubjects, reslol"ted to
violence, boycotts and stayaways as a way of e::<pressing
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rejection o£ Bantu Education and bias in subjects such as
History (Molteno 1983: 24).

The students' rage was often shrouded in the concept of
ungovernability which usually resulted in physical violence
and dj.srespect of teachers and principals. School bui ldings
and other assets were vandalised by student.a during the day
and by thugs ~t night because they were regarded as state
pr-opez-t.y • Regressive relations occurred with such frequency
that students formed alternatives to the teachers' and
principals' organisation of the classrooms and schools.

Within the confines of these new organisations the students
worked at beooming visible. The teachers' role as the
administratOr in charge of failure became dominant as school
work got caught in this battle (The Star 11,/1/90: 3).

Student-teacher relationships were consistently and completely
overturned. Students seemed to have overcome their fear and
respect of principals, teachers and parents.
s imut taneously took mat ter-s into their own hands. Stander
wrote

• ;itt ..- ... -

that ~uring 1989 there was no discipline, students lost
respect for their teachers and came to school carrying guns
and knives and refused to do any work. Threatened by this
challenge to their authority, principals and teachers were
forced into submission and were too scared to impose DET
policies ("The Star" 11/1/1990: 3). The Education Policy Unit
of the University of the Witwatersrand ~eferred to the
situation as a pervasive decay of authority of any kind, wf,ere
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rejection of Bantu Education ana.l)ias in subjects such as

History (Molteno 1983: 24).

The students' rage was often shrouded in the concept of
ungovernabil ity which usually resulted in phya i.ceI violence
and disrespect of teachers and, principals. School buildinge
and other assets were vandalised by students during the day
and by thugs at night because they were regarded as state
proper-try . Regressive relations occurred with such frequency
that students formed alternatives to the teachers' and
principals' organisation af the classrooms and schools.

Within the confines of these new organisations the students
worked at becoming visible. The teachers' role as the
administrator in charge of failure became dominant as school
">'larkgot caught in this battle (Tha star 11/1/90; 3).

Student-t-aacher relationships were consistently and completely
overturned. Stndents seemed to have overcome their fear and
respect of principals. teachers and parents. and
simultaneously took matters into their own hands. Stander
wrote that'~uring 1989 there was no discipline, students lost
respect for their teachers and came to school cl6.rrying guns
and knives and refused to do any work. Threabened by this
challenge to their authority. principals and teachers were
forced into submission and were too scared to impose DET
policies ("The Star" 11/1/1990~ 3), The Education Policy Unit
of the University of the Witwatorsrand re:ferred to the
situation as a per-vasrve decay of authority cf any kind. where
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late-comingy bunking of classes and :absenteeism seemed to be
uncontrollable. Students established their own authority
structures which were imposed on everybody vTithin schools
("Drum magazine":February 1990).

EXAMINATIONS
The examinations themsel'\es put a lot of pressure on the
teacher and the teaching of history. As WaDee]:"argues:

The externally set examinations imposed further
constraints on innovative approaches to
history. These exams encourage rote learning
and the ability to write d~wn information
quickly and accurately. If examinations inform
practice and provide feedbaCk for t.eachers,
then the present form of t.he examinations
provides no incentive to teachers to change
existing practice. If changes in the form and
content of the syllabus do not incorporate
change in the form of assessment. most
especially in the public matricuLation exam,
then these changes are unlikely to have any
significant impact. Given that history is seen
by the ruling Nationalist party as next to the
mother tongue, the best channel for cultivating
love of one's own, then changing this
examination is both a pedagogical and a
political issue.
(Walker 1990:. 305).

The above quotation shows that the syllabus and examinations
are strictly adhered to and reflect the desires of Afrikaner
pedagogicians who will not accept innovations which may
~hallenge Afrikaner historio9Taphy and apartheid policies.

'Ibe History examinations have also been perceived aiS a
mechanism of social control and there is also a belief that
there exists a manipulation of the Ma..triculationexamination

resul ts with the aim of ensuring the gellnerally inferior
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quality of black education. These examinations have also been
looked upon as an extension of the ideology in the History
syllabus and textbooks while several publications expound on
the socio-economic and/or socio-political problems which have
an undeniably stron~f impact on education and the examinations
(Christies 1985: 149).

Rejection of DET controlled Half-Yearly Examinations
In May 1989 a con1;:roversyarose over the writing of common
papers in the half-yearly examinations which were organized by
the Johannesburg region and its subject advisory services.
Teachers and pupiLs in many schools complained that conditions
had not been conduc f ve to cover the required syllabus. In
some schools. there were allegations that the papers had not
arrived on time or had failed to arrive, that there had heen
cribbing and other forms of irregularities. Though not used
to determine the end of year results, these exams yielded a
25% pass rate, a bad premonition for the final results (Race
Relations Survll¥ 1989/90: 832).

Marking Irregularities
During the marking of the History and other Matriculation
examinations scripts, some irregularities were reported in
liTheWeekly Mail". A reporter of this newspaper was able to
walk into the examinations centre in Pretoria, handled scripts

and was Successful in having himself photographed posing ,as a
marker. He reported that markers were overworked, sometimes
marking for up to twelve hours a day. He reported that some
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of them wet'e taki.ng out scripts to mark them and getting
through them fast in y:heir dormitories. It was also reported
that white university students were employed as markers even
in subjects they were not 'themselves studying. It was also
reported that pupils who had ~~itten their matriculation
examinations at the end of that year were being used to add up
marks. Those who were involved in these irregularities were
dismissed. However, the damage had been done (Race Re lat.d cne
Survey 1989/90: 832).

In summary it emerges from the literature review that daily
practices which dominated History classrooms and schooling in
general, especially secondary schooling in Soweto during the
decade of the eighties, especially in 1989, contributed to the
low pass/high failure rate. The rejection of Bantu Education ..
which manifested itself in violence, protests. boycotts.
staya1Nays and rejection of subjects such as History obviously
meant that students found it hard to exert themselves. They
could not reconcile their rejection of the content of History
they had to learn with

• .no -~ -
examinations.

the need to pass the History

Time and attention was focused or. violence. instead of
learning and teaching as the students sought to register their
protest. Teachers were caught in the crossfire as agents of
an unwanted system of education. As they lost respect for
their teachers, the students could hardly enter into a
meaningful stUdent-teacher relationship.
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Perceived as deliberately designed to fail students, the
externally set MatriculatHm examinations could not have come
at the right time as the academic year had been shortened by
violence, boycotts and stayaways. The students were hardly
prepared for the examinations which came as an imperfect end
to a year whose classroom practices whic~h were not ccnducive
to teaching and learning.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
Qualitative methods were used to gather data witll a view to
describing the classroom practices of two History teachers
during the course of 1989. In-depth interviews were used.
This method was preferred to all other methods because it is
truly an attempt to have detailed descriptions of conditions
hidden in pass/fail statistics. Secondly. this data could not
be prespecified within techniques typically set in survey.
Besides. structured techniques were not considered ideal to
collect data for this study because the conditions that
prevailed in Soweto secondary schoolS in 1989 may not reflect
what the teachers actually did in their classrooms. The kind
of data needed for purposes of this study was confined to the
informants' personal reconstructions of their daily classroom
practices in 1989,

THE IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW
Erickson argues that in-depth interviews are important
especially for researching daily occurrences and events
usually not documented in structured interviews. He further
a~gues that this is because of the inVisibility of everyday
with its familiarity and contradictions some of which may have
passed unnoticed and may only be unravelled by incessan.t
interviewing which is typical of the in-depth interview. ~~at
is happening. daily concrete details of practices in a school,
for instance, can become Visible and be documented
systematically and a comparative understanding of different
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social settings (e.g. schools) can also be achieved from the
same documentation (Erickson 1986: 121-122).

Following James P. Spradley (1979), in-depth interviews are
like a series of friendly conversations in which questions
a.sked of informants give the "insider's view". here of what
actually happened:in their classrooms in 1989 concealed in
pass/fail statistics. The interviews were informal and

elicited response to questions about classroom practices
through which was sought to uncover that which was hidden in
the statistics of the 1989 black matriculation examinations
results. To uncover these, various types of questions were
used (such as grand-tour, structural and contrast questions)
as suggested by Spradley, over a period of about eighteen
months and about twenty interviews. each with two informants.
wherei.n they were asked to detai 1 issues about their daily
classroom practices in that year. The questions were intended
to uncover those classroom practices and relations which
dominated these Soweto History classrooms in 1989. This, in
brief. is how interview data was collected in this study.

This method of collecting data is called "retrospective
interview" by Fetterman who further explains that in this
method:

The interviewer uses retrospective interviews
to reconstruct the past. asking informants to
recall personal historical information. In
some cases, retrospective interviews are the
only way to gather information about the past
(Fetterman 1991: 50).
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This was carried out to build up details about classroom
practices. The teachers gave detailed insights into their own
pedagogical experiences inside the classrooms during 1989.

Retrospective In-depth interview data made it possible to
reconstruct the past, allowing the infor1n.ants to recall
personal historical information, thereby revealing hidden
classroom practices and daily occurrenCes which usually go
unnoticed or are taken for granted. In these interviews.
various questions and types of questions were used to uncover
patterned daily practices (Fetterman 1991: 50).

Questions were asked repeatedly in a series of interviews.
Sometimes the same question was asked in different ways to
find contrast or to establish c()nsistency in the informantsi

descriptions, to ensure free. uninterrupted and constant flow
of data. To increase the precis:lon of the interviews. all the
information waS tape-recorded and transcribed (Spradley 1979:
78).

In-depth interviewing is invaluable for revealing the insider
perspective in History teaching in the classroom with a view
to describing each as a cultural
the !tother" way of life as
(Erickson 1986: 122).

scene aimed at understanding
described by the informants

Twenty interviews '('rereconducted with each informant which
required the researcher to maintain and develop a relationship
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with informants to ensure the free, uninterrupted and constant
floW'of data.

Adherence to this methodology enabled the research to draw on
the review of literature and the data to describe their
contents and move the research process forward and to assess
the significance of what he was hearing and continually to
refine ~he study (Wilcox 1982: 2Q4).

Kinds of Questions used in the Interviews
The researcher used in-depth interviews to elicit, classify
and organise the informants' perception of
~esearchers, according to Fetterman (2991:
(1979: 56), share a range of questions. Some

reality. All
50) and Spradley

questions found
useful in this study, as stated earlier were: grand-tour,
structural and contrast questions.

Grand-Tour Questions
These are called "survey" questions by Fetterman (1991: 51).
or "grand-tour" questions by Spradley (1979: 86) and are
designed to elicit a broad picture of the informantbs world.
They are intended to inform the researcher about a setting in
Which the informant carries out routine. .ctivities. An
example of a grand-tour question asked is! Could you describe
a typical day at your school in 1989? The response expected
from the informants was that they should give detailed
accounts of the cornmon features of each school day from
morning until school out in 1989. It required of them to
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de"tail the setting in which they carried out routine
activi __es.

Structul:~a1 Questions
These questions "enable the researcher to discover information
about domains, the basic units in an informants knowledge.
They allow the interviewer to find out how informants have
organised their' knowledge" (Spradley 1$079: 120). An example
of a structural question asked is: What are all the different
kinds of problems you experienced in the history classroom?
Structural questions may be repeated in differept forms, for
example; Can you think of any other problems that you
experienced in your teacfLing in that year? or, Are these all
the problems you experienced in your teaching ill thnt year?
The aim in using these different questions is to check on
categories already elicited and to establish that the full
range have been uncovered.

Contrast Questions
These questions are used to find out what an informant means
by various terms used in his language. They also assist in
discovering the dimensions of meaning which informants
employed to distinguish t.heobjects and events in their world
(Spradley 1979: 56). An example of a contrast qUestion asked
to distinguish domains is: What is the difference betveeri a
good, cooperative student and a troublesome student?

•
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CRITERIA USED FOR SELECTING SCHOOLS AND INFORMANTS
There are sixty-five secondary schools in Soweto. Two of
these were, selected for this research. First it was impo~'tant
to established the pass/failure rate percentage of the
matriculation results for all sixty-five secondary schools in
the Johannesburg region, comprisingSoweto, for the year ;1.989.
Secondly, the first five schools '~ith the best above average
pass/fai lure rate were grouped to!gether on the one hand and
five schools with the highest f ai lur-erate and the lowest pass
rate were also grouped together on the other. One school was
'selected from each extreme to st.udy what actually happened
within two schooI contexts where l1"esults strongly contrasted
with each other. The intention was to be able to uncover both
conditions prevailing in high pass/low fail contents as well
as in high fail/low pass school contexts.

Criteria Used for Selecting Sc'.!:lQ.0ls:Thebe and Ithuteng
Secondary Schools.
Reasons for selecting the first scbool, the achieving school.
was that it produced results that were better than averago DET
results. maJcing it one of the top five in the region for the
year 1989. In addition the History teacher was willing and
able to talk fre~IY about his classroom practices unlike the
?ther four schools where the t.eachvr-s did not wish to be
involved in research projects especl,.lly where it involved
their own personal doily practices.

This school. Thebe Secondary School (a pseudonym), is a
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private secondary school situated in Soweto. The salaries of
the staff in th:i;~school are not paid by the DE'!'.but by the
private sector. The state does,
subs Idy which, it'il 1989 p amounted

however. give the school a
to R50,OOO. Though private,

the school does hcwever-. have its matriculants sit for the DET
Inatricu ltion examinations. In 1989 it registered 12
candidates for the history examinations. Of these, 6 entered
for the higher grade and 6 entered for the standard grade
examinations.

The subject obtained a one hundred percent pass rate in that
year (see appendix A) . Two candidates in the higher grade
obtained the symbol C, two obtained D and 2 obtained E. In
the standard grade history examination 2 candidates obtained
distinctions (A symbols), one obtained a B, and three obtained
a D symbol. There was no failure in both the history higher
and standard grade examinations. The school achieved an
overall pass percentage of 72% with history being one of the
subjects with the best results along with the Black languages,
Biology, Accounting, Economics, Business Economics. English
(which is done as a first language higher grade subject) and
Afrikaans. The subjects with the lowest pass rate were
Mathematics and Physical Science.

The second, Ithuteng Secondary School (a pseudonym) is a at.ate
secondary school. It was selected beoause it had a
pass/failure rate placing in the lowest five schools in Soweto
c;uid had a histC1l"''Yteacher who was wi 11 ing to converse about
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of history in 1989. In this school, almost

textbooks andsuch as teachers' salaries,

stat:lonery, schocl
by the state.

buildings and maintenance is provided for
The DET prescribes the syllabuses. work-

programmes and textbooks to which the teachers must adhere in
accor-dance with the requirements of the examinations.

In .1989 one hundred candidates entered for the history
examinations in this school. Of these, fifty-six entered for
the higher grade exam while forty-four entered for the
standard grade. Of those who entered for the higher grade
exam only one passed, obtaining a "D" symbol. The rest
failed. Cal:1didateswho entered for the standard grade exam
performed bettler. Altogether 19 students passed, one
obtaining an "All symbol and two getting "C" symbols. 37
failed.

Criteria Used for Selecting Informants:
For purposes of this study two informants were selected to get
in-depth data of conditions prevailing in their History
classes in 1989. Both clearly were History teachers and were
wi 11ing to articulate tlteir experiences giving detai Is of
their classroom practices. Only they, as teachers. could give
details of classroom practices. Both informants were selected
because they showed willingness to talk, and according to
their colleagues, had a wealth of information and we're able to
talk about their teaching in a non-analytic manner. They were
also willing to participate in the interviews for an
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unspecified duration of time (it took e:ighteen months to
complete the interviewf». Both accepted events as they were
and were hardly conec tous that people might see things
differently. For instance. the teacher from Ithuteng, Mapule,
(a pseudonym) insisted many times that her school was in no
way <lifferent frolnthe rest of the schools in Soweto, that the
behaviour of the studern.tsat her school 'YTasa general trend in
the township. Both informants were certain that there would
be no problems in :being interviewed at their respective
schools if the need arose to alloW for verification of some

information.

Informant 1-Meneer : Thebe Secondary
The first informant, Meneer(a pseudonym). in his mid-fifties,
has been a teacher for the past twenty-five years. He started
his teaching career in Fretoria and moved to Johannesburg in
1970. He has taught in state schools for most of his career
and joined the private school where he now teaches in 1981.

He possesses immense experience in the teaching of Histo~/ as
displayed in his ability to speak the subject at any given

time. Throughout his teaching career he has taught both
History and Afrikaans \rith distin~tion and has records to
prove his achievem.ents and to corroborate his verbal
arguments. In his many files he keeps statistics of results
of his pupils ever since he started teaching (and these are
kept both in his office at school and fn his stu.dy at home).
Included too, are official documents about the syllabus, work~



programmes and curriculum. memor-andums of examination papers
of both subjects ovex: the past ten years. He has records of
all in-servl.ce trcdning courses he has attended.

He has gained a, nt, ,.ber of mer-I ts as a teacher both in state

and private schools. To an. extent his record keeping is
somewhat e:x:agg'erated.as some of these documents are carried
with him all the time, in his pockets and attache-bag.

Informant 2-Mapule ; Ithuteng Secondary
At forty~·one, Mapule (a pseudonym) is one of the few long

serving t.eecher-sat her achocl : TNhen she started teaching
fift.een y('~arsago her hi~hest, academic qualification was a
junior secondary certificate (JC) which was complimented by a
pr-Imar'y teachers' certificate. A self-made teacher, she
Impr-oved her qualifications by first studying for a

matriculation certificate on a part-time basis and now holds a
bachelor Of education degree from the Rand Afrikaans
University. For her Bachelor of Arts degree she studied
History as a major subject at Vista University .

• ;t;> - -~

Mapule has been teaching history in the matriCUlation class
since 1989 after graduating from Vista the previous year.
Unfortunately for her, the results in 1989 were very poor at
her School. as in almost all the other schools in SOTN'eto.
Performance in the subject History was one o.f the poorest in
the whole region.
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Outspoken, she made an ideal informant for one who spoke for a
school with one of the poorest performances in the region. On
the other hand, she regarded interest in her classroom
practices in 1989 as therapeutic. It was as if she always
waited to be interviewed. She fitted the description of the
r-espondent,described as "that respondent who is provided wi.th
a platform for expressing his or her opin.ions, attitudes and
explanations. People who are in need of someone attentive and
eager to listen without interruption to all that.he or she has
to say" (Rummel 1964: 104).

The use of a small number of informants iSIsupported by

Spradley and McCurdy;

In order to even Dcratch the surface of one
person's cultural knowledge, it takes a £rreat
deal of time. Because your time will be
limited, it is not possible to work with many
informants (in fact we suggest that you limit
the number of informants you interview to two).
However, there are ways of increasing the
reliability of what a.single informant t.ells
you. First, if you have developed good rapport
with your informants, it will decrease the
possibility of lying. Second, rather than
inquiring about his/her personal opLnf.cns, it
is useful to ask what he/she thinks other~~ in
his/her group bel ieve. Third. by askin!;Tthe
same question during successive interview£s you
can see whether your informant is lbeing
inconsistent. You can directly ask him/her to
check what you have learned and see if you got
it right.
(Spradley and McCurdy 1972: 46).

They, Sp·'i.'li~leyand McCurdy. argued that in-depth interviews is
best used with a small number of informants to gather data
about one's culture. One informant can for instance. be
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interviewed repeatedlY over the same issues or aspects of an
issue to check dat.e, to determine consistency and reliabi 1ity
or even to find out if what the informant had a

previous interview is a fact or an opinion.

In summary. the in-depth interview is invaluable in collecting
natural and unstructured data (COr-en and 1/[anion1994: 108).
However, caution needs to be taken aUl ng t.:~ecollection of
data to develop relationships with the informants in which
they are able to speak about their experiences and "cultural
knowledge" in the most natural form as is possible. The

interviewer needs to set aside his/her own stereotypes and
preconceptions about what went Ont in the schools and allow
informants to describe their own experiences in their own
language and terms (Spradley 1979: 6) thereby naturally and
freely giving them room to reveal their classroom practices in
teaching History in 1989.
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CHAPTER 4
JrciEBESECONDARY : BEACON OF HOPE

The informant's accounts present hope for teaching History in
1989 in Black secondary schools. They reveal that teaching
and learntng of the highest standard can take place if a
school is well provided for by both the state and the private
sector. They reveal that if teachers' salaries are subsidised
by the private sector, teachers get motivated and as a r-eeult ,
are prepared to work beyond the call of duty by avai 1ir.lg
tnel;:\sel·.reseven during weekends and vacations.

Thebe secondary is a normal functioning sChool. It suggests
what one would normally expect to find in a school: normal
classes, discipline. order, a gOOd library. an equipped
science laboratory, committed teachers and students, involved
and concerned parents and beautiful premises. In 1989. for
instance. the teachers taught and the students learned. This
is obviously what one would expect to find in a school.
Students were not elLowed to come to school carrying guns,
knives and 6~.ier weapons and thus, there was no violence. The
violence. boycotts and stayaways of the eighties .did not have
an impact on the History eLaaer-oompractices at the school.

Thebe Secondary is one of the schools whH::h have a tradition
of good performance in the matriculation examinations.
Indeed. the school has always produced results that are above
DET average in Matric in the region. It is a private school
which was established and is funded by the privatI? sector.
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CHAPTER 4

THEBE SECONDARY : BEACON OF HOPE
The informant's accounts present hope for teaching History in
1989 in Black secondary schools. They reveal that teaching
and learning of the highest standard can take place if a
school is well provided for by both the state and the private
sector. They r~veal that if teachers' salaries are subsidised
by the private sector, teachers get motivated and as a result,
are prepared to work beyond the call of duty by availing
themselves even during weekendS and vacations.

Thebe secondary is a normal functioning school. It suggests
what one would normally eypect to find in a school: normal
classes, discipline, order, a good library, an equipped
scienGe labo~atory, committed teachers and students, involved
and concerned parents and beautiful premises. In 1989. for
instance. the teachers taught and the students learned. This
is obviously what one would expect to find in a school.
Students were not allowed to come to school carrying guns,
knives and Q~~f weapons and thus, there was no violence. The
violence, boycotts and stayaways of the eighties ,did not have
em impact on the History classroom practices at the school.

Thebe Secondary is one of the schools which have a tradition
of good per:formance in the mat.r-icutat t cn examinations.
Indeed. the sc1hool haE'always produced results that are above
DET average in Matric in the region. It is a private school
which was established and is funded by the private sector,
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mostly American companies. Besides, the school also receives
a subsidy from the state and also has the financial support of
the parents who pay fees in cases where funding by the
sponsors falls short. Besides the payment of faes, parents
buy their children's school uniform and textbooks.

In this school, there is very little that is hidden in the
pass/fail statistics of the matriculation examinations as the
classroom practices are what we would otherwise expect of a
secondary school. The school is. in other words, what one
would describe as an achieVing school in which what teachers
and students do actually depict a functioning school. The
description "achieving", it wi 11 be recollected. means simply
that this school produced results that were above the average
for DET SQhools in general.

An achieving school is one in which
teachers to promote effective

there is every effort by
teaching and

Achieving schools are usually coherent,
learning.

have good
communication within their communities, they also have a wide
range of student incentives and a clear student discipline
policy. We may also identify the following characteristics of
achd evfnq schools: teachers' high expectations for student
performance, a task orientation among teachers, the ability to
keep students on task. the expenditure of little ~ime on
behaviour management, the prinCipal's instructional
leadership. the participation of parents and a pleasant.
orderly and quite environment conducive to learning.
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The matriculation results of the school in 1989 were
excellent: 46 students entered for the examini"\tions, 43

passed: 32 obtained the University Entrance pass and 11
obtained the school leaving pass: only 3 failed. Of interest
for this research was to reveal what it was like in -this
school in 1989 in contrast to an underachieving school.

Meneer gave accounts of day to day classroom practices and
experiences he went through in the year 1989. The
desc:.v-iptionsthat are given in this part of the study were led
by him and given as far as possible, in his own terms.

Several factors are involved in the attainment of above DET
average results in History and these give an indication
several dimensions we find in pass/failure rate statistics
the matriculation examinations. The following, in order

of
of
of

priority, are what the informant considered to be the most
important in respect of his school.

PROVISIONING
Thebe Secondary is a private school situated in the heart of
Soweto. TIle salaries of the staff are paid by the private
sector. Clearly. the school is well funded as it epitomises
a first world situation in a third world environment in whion
it is situated. Its physical structures do not resemble the
mat.cb--boxhouses surrounding it on the southern, westerfl and
northern sides, and the open field on the eastern side which
almost serves as a buffer between the school and the hostel in
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the distance. It compares well with and might even be more
beautiful than many schools in the affluent northe;t'n suburbs
of Johannesburg. With pentagon shaped classrooms, instead of
the conventional four-walled ahape , it immediate ly exudes a
situatio., conducive to standards far above all 5/.·(1;)019 around
it. The school draws its stu.dents from allover Soweto with a
few coming from the immediate surroundings.

Private-sector funding put '.lside,the school in 1989 received
a state subsidy of R200.000 in its annual budget of R1.4
million. This budget covered the annual expenditure of the
school from teacher salaries to maintenance. Within the
school's premises there are certain outstand.ing featY.res
which are exclusive to the school (when compared with other
~econdary schools in Soweto). The library is well maintained
and packed with books and the latest magazines and is run by a
qualified li7"'''irian. There is a room that is used
exclusively ring films and videos. Audio-viSUal aids
for commercial, science and the general subjects are available
in abundance.

_he school has e. big hall opposite which is a tuck-shop "1here
students buy and enjoy their mealE' and drinks at lunch-time,
instead of going home or buying food outside the premises as
is normal practice in other schools in Soweto.

The garden
horticultural

and grounds
design and

are a ~ign of an excellent
enhance the beauty and serious
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cultural foundation of exce1lence in education that are
typical of an affluent community far removed from the third
world situation immediately around it. Further, the gardens

are well kept and enhance the good atmosphere and spirit of
serious business that is typical of the SCh00l. fUrther
contrasting the school from its :fl(f.'nediatesurroundings. The
informant was quick to point out the phye f cal assets of the
school have created a sense of belonging in the minds of its
stakeholders.

Although the informant did not W~Uit to give detai Is in this
regard he did. however, confirm that teacher motivation is
also enhanced by higher income and overall better working
conditions as compared to DET schools. a fact which pOints to
proper fund.ing. Parent involvement in ·the payment of school
fees and in the provision and purchase of textbooks for their
children also helped to sustain the performance of the school.
There was no $bortage and destruction of textbooks and Meneer
confirmed this perception in several interviews, one of which
is quoted below:

Parents bought the textbooks, and paid school
fees and I believe that the atudents were alSo
Inotivated by the desire not to disappoint their
parents or waste their money, and this made the
parents to seriously have control over their
children and their education. unlike those in
DET schools '-vh·,;:> do not pay school fees and do
not buy their children's textbooks.
[Meneer rV1 15/10/91: 5].

From the above data it is argued tha.t a conclusion may be
drawn that because the school is private-sector funded, that
its parent body is also expected to pay school fees, thereby
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getting all 1he more involved in the affairs of the school, it
is without most of the problems inherent ~n Black State
se(.!ondaryschools. In this way, the level of teachirlg and
learning in the school h~ay be what would be expected of a

school.

EXAMINATIONS
If the daily classroom practices of a teacher determine the
level of performance of his or her students in an examination.
or put in another way, if the leve]L of performance of the
students in an examination ar-e a reflection of the da~ Ly
clasltlroom
where a

practices, then
study intended

Thebe iSI a
to esta.blish

i:el~vant institution
that 1ink may be

undertaken. Needless to say, the generous ":undingof the
school has greatly contrilmted to the build.ing of a poe f t f ve
ethos, morale and motivation as Meneer explained how he as
individual cnntributed in this re,gard and how he and his
students "Teremotivated, above 0.11 else, by the desire to
succeed and assist in keeping the l;roodsponsors of the school,
with emphaSis on the fact that the sponsors measure the
productivity of the school. genEl1rally. by looking. at the
performance of the students in the matriculation examinations.
I'oleneer,as a result. considered t.he examinations paramount and
understood that his performance in prodUCing above average
results is shown by his daily practices as shown repeatedly in
interviews like the one below. 1n the end, Meneer's classroom
practices seemed to be pointed towards good acquittal of
students in the examinations.
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The type of questions one sets for the
..students during the cause of the year, in their

classwork and b~sts may either prepare them for
the examinations or destroy their chances of
p-9.ssing. I made answering questions part of
the lesson. I am a senior marker of the matric
history exam and one has learned a lot from
this involvemeni;. Wnen I go to class from day
one in the h'dW year I know what is expected of
the students in the examinations, I know how to
set paper-sthai: are up to standard and I have
also learned the correct way of marl<ing. It
has also helped me in knowing how to prepare my
students so that:.what I do with them in class
is what is exuect.edof them in the exam. In
fact, my exper-Lerice as , marker has improved
the quality of my teachl'1.g and questioning in
class, tests and ant.er-na, exams. It is in
keeping with the expected s\..andardsof the DEl'.

In the middle of a lesson I usually pause to
say to the students: when answering a quest:ion
on this topic these are the facts, then I would
usually write them on the board and.even make
them aware that if an essay question is divided
into sections they must respond according to
mark a Llocat Lcm and I teach them how to
summarise and discuss. In testing I juggle
things to tefft whether they understood t.he
principles I taught. I think it helpea them,
got into theil"system so that even when they
were studying on their own they must have been
able to pr-epar-e their own questions and answers
using the same principles. I taught them \vhat
sort of questions to expect on all the topics
we did.
(Meneer IV12 lH/02/92: 4].

A motivated and exper renced teacher, good teaching and
motivated students werd undeniably the cornerstones of good
results in 1989. The stUdents were further. motivated,
prE:::paredand trained through lots of writtetl work and
publication of the results of their monthly tests on the
school 1 s bulletin hoard. They were also taught how to
interpret their reau1ts in relation to tho class average and,
more importantly, to ,see the benefits of working a.tloveavftrage
and cooperating insb~(:ldof compet Lnq,
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Another way in which students were motivated was by giving
them a broader understanding of what it means to be a student
and what was required of them and the following was said with

a lot of pride:
I talked about the good students I taught
be f or'ethings were turned upside-down in 1985
:c talked about how those students conducted
themselves inside and outside the classroom and
how successful most of them are to-day.
(pensively) I talked about Benjamin. Patrick.
Catherine and many others. I talked about how
those students on their own learned what it
meant to do group worlt and just how motivated
they Were, how they stayed after school to do
work after the playful lot had left the
premises. Those students worked on their own.
It motivated the.1989 group and I saw them work
and pass.
[Meneer IV12 19/02/92: 7].

From the confidence shown by the informant, it app~ars that
after having trained the students in how to study and to use
the textbook. as well as to approach and answer exam
questions, a lot of faith was placed on them to the extent
that he believed they would do only the correct things
required once they entered the examinations room. It also
shows confidence in that he was the force behind their
interest and succeSs.

INDOCTRINATIO~
Indoctrination was obviously also a problem in History lessons
as the school teaches the state History curriculum and
syllabus which. accordj.ng tc Meneer is loaded with politics,
indoctrination and apartheid ideology. But because the school
had comparatively less disruptions. boycotts and stayaways and
because of the ava~lability of audio-visual aids and a good
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library as well a!:la motivated teacher, well motivated
students, concerned and involved parents. indoctrination in
Meneer's History classroom appears to have been less onerous
to dea.lwith than at state secondary schools.

Asked to exp~~in how he dealt with indoctrination in the
History syllabus he responded as follows:

:r told them, especially when it came to
:South African History: for examination
!purposes, swallow this poison. (he stressed the
statement), but this is whc.:t the truth is,
'which. according to the syllabus you are· not
supposed to know. I would deviate to
substantiate a point. I always went out of my
way to te:l the students that this and that is
intended to brainwash blacks, to make us feel
inferior. I always think about the frontier
wars and the untruth told about cattle theft
and, how it is told in our history textbooks
that it waS we blacks who always thieved. This
is a distortion. I always told them the truth.
I taught them how to learn history objectively
by lookihg at all sides to a story. My
students in 1989 (and eIways) ended up being
critical thinkers. I taught them not to'
just a~cept any fact of history given to them
without testing its validity. I taught them to
be critical, to ask questions, to read more,
you see! to bs objective.
Did this not take too much of your time,
did you not worry about finishing the syllabus'?
.r first of all concentrated on the
Irequirements of the syllabus. Pushed it, built
up the lessons nicely, say I had a doub le
1:)eriod,I got into the subject matter and used
the time pr-operIy, giving summaries where
necessary, taught them how to use their
t.extbooks and how to write assignments. I
taught them how to ask and answer questions.
They became interestad. independent and this
was shown by the level of participation and
pi'.l.rtakingin class
O'ieneerIV5 31/10/91: 11J •

Data accumu lated on indoctrination suggE:sts that here was a
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for himself
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had built a good repertoire
and always went out of his

of History teaching
way to build good

lessons based on thorough preparation. Only a teacher of high
calibre would have enough time to show his stUdents all sides
of an argument on a topiC in History and ultimately prune the
information to explain what the at.uderrt.s had to learn for'the
exams whilst successfully making students aware that there are
other arguments which have been omitted from the syllabus or
included by commission. From the many newspaper cuttings he
showed me, he obviously made a lot of research in his
preparations and lessons were made interesting, all aimed at
producing good results. To achieve this he read different
books., newspapers. magazines and other documents. This made
it possible and easy to combine different, sometimes differing
ideas, in building rich conclusions which were imparted to the
students.

In his study at home Mene~r keeps written evidence which
past question papers and memoranda. newspaper
maps, correspondence with the DET examination and

includes
cuttings,
subject advisory sectiot!s.

VIOLENCE
Thebe secondary school was not disrupted by violence, boycotts
and stayaways that was typical of DET schools, but the ripple
effects of disruptions "vere felt here 1ike in many othe:"'"
schools. Even then, the school was affected only in as far as
the headmaster and staff permitted.
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In the series of intervie\-1sconducted with the informant, the
issue of violence, boycotts, stayaways and student activism
surfaced from time to time. Here is an extract from one

interviBw:
Did this, I mean student activism,
violence and 0ther disciplinary problems not
affect your dail~ routine?
No!no!no! the policy of the school has always
been that students can have their toi-toi,
political rallies and social activities
after teaching time. Student leaders. even
those outside our school respected this. We
allowed even those from outSide to use the
school hall. But it was always after school.
Disruptions were not allowed.
You had no disciplinary problems?
Not in my class. If any child wainted to
caUse problems I drove him out of the class to
the principal's o~fice. Whatever he did or
said to them always changed their behaviour.
I do not know what he did or said to them. but
they changed. Some students did want to
identify with their friends in other schools
by preaching boycotts and stayaways or ill-
discipline. But he controlled it no sooner
than it started.
Then you were not affected by boycotts?
Of course we couldn't always control the
situation. Our children. were sometimes
fntimidated by outSiders, then they stayed
away. Sometimes we would agree in a staff
meeting that they should not attend on certain
days with the proviso that we would make up for
the bme lost. We thought about their safety
(thought.fully) and ours, afterall our School is
right in the middle of Soweto.
They wouldn't come to
classes?

school and boycott

Nee Jong! once in the school they knew t hat
there was work to be done
[Meneer IV6 12/11/91: 6].

These interviews with Meneer revealed that there is an absence
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of thuggery and violence at the school. Besides, Thebe

secondary seems to have been fortunate in bringing together a
team of cooperative teachers who have vowed to shelve their
individuality for the survival of the school. FOT instance,

there is team-work and inter-dependence j,n teaching and
keeping discipline as well as a preparedness to work beyond
the call of duty. Timetables are drawn for after school,
weekend and vacation teaching' under the supervision of the
principal and parents. The following is an extract from an
interview:

Would you then say that your school
survived because of strong principalship?
Ja! but not that alone. We helped the m a :,1 •
He is good. He consults with the staff. Hy kan
nie aIleen werk nie. That he knows quite well.
We also always had the unqualified support of
the parents. Teacher-parent relations were
very excellent, there was full cooperation.
Parents were involved in everything we did.
How did you help?
Different ways, depending on situations. We
did our best in the classroom, keeping every
child engaged in their work. sometimes we
patrolled the premises and searched students
for wecr~'Jl.~and.cigarettes or dagga
[Meneer .;.V1219/02/92: 7J.

This is indicative of team-work among the teachers and is
further substantiated by the school •s policy and rUles. For
instance. no chi.ldwas allowed to report late for school. All
students who arrived late were locked outside for some time
and allowed to join their classes only after lunch. During
lunch students were not allowed to leave the premises.
Registers were marked immediately after lunch (ten minutes
were allocate¢,ofor this) after which teaching resumed.
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The principal, as usual, took rounds to see that everybody was
in class and that there was teaching and learning. Teachers
who were free for certain periods were expected to be in thli:
seminar rooms where they would be engaged in other types of
school work, such as marking and preparations. or in meetings
with the HoD s wher~ their work and progress with the syllabus
was monitored and supervised.

Meneer was involved in all these. As head of department for
Official languages he chaired the meetings and supervised work
and checked pace as he was the pacesetter. He also attended
meetings in the History department where his work was checked
and mona tore1.2by the re1evant HOI In these meetings, the
teachers jointly and mainly check....._ progress and planned for

the future. They prepared and planned the quarter1y tests for
March. June and September as well as for the exam at the end
of the year. The principal sometimes attended these meetings.
Howeve~, he always received the agenda and minutes of all
meetings, even those he did not attend.

The classroom practices of tl)e History teacher is ready to be
understood provided one understands the theory of symbolic
interactionism. This theory explains human behaviour in terms
of meanings. Spradley for inf"'tance, identifies three premises
on which this theory rests. The first is that human beings
act towards things on the l;,~s:is of the meanings that things
have for them. The second is that the meanings of Buch things
is derived from, or arises out of. the social interaction that
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one has with ones ' fellows. The third premise is that
meanings are handled in. and modified through an interpretive
process used by the person dealing with the things he or she
encounters (Spradley 1979: 4).

CONCLUSION
Data in respect of Thebe Secondary as a response to the
research q'lestion about conditions that prevailed in the
school's History classrooms reveals that thi~ was a normally
functioning school in 1989 and represents what would be
expected of any school. The History pass/fai.l statistics can
be 'tnderstood to imply that the day to day practices in the
History classroom. were normal and in harmony with the
matriculation examination results. The pass/failure rate
statistics at this school, in other words, should be read and
accepted as they are because they do not hide disruptive
conditions that might have disturbed normal classroom
practices. The history teacher ir. happy and satisfied with
his ~10rl{ingconditions and with the results at the end of t.he
matriculation examinations.

It was revealed that the daily circumstances experienced by
teachers and stUdents within the History classes at this
school in 1989 were what we would have expected in a secondarj
school with matriculation classes. In fact. the pass/to.il
statistics at this school reveal order in ,\-1hichconditions
that were conducive for learning and teaching prevailed.
Among these are sufficient funding by the government and non-
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governmental organizations, as well as supportive and
cooperative parent involvement. The school was so normal that
unruly elements such as thugs and political intimidators felt
out of place with the cultural situation at the school and
either left on their own or were driven out with ease.

The school has a tradition of producing good. results which
have shown an improvement from year to year. It also haa a
well renumerated and s,atisfied staff which was motivated to
teach beyond teaching time and making up for lost time. The
students were generally well behaved and cooperat;ivewhilst
their parents~ because of their financial obligations to the
school and their children, were supportive and assisted in
creating a situation conducive to learning.

The principal is strong, fair, firm, sympathetic and has the
ability to work with all the staketlOlders. He is a

disciplinarian who manages to run the school without
intimidating both teachers and students. He came to the
school in 1988 on the request of the parents who had faith in
his abilities as headmaster to save the school from collapse
after the resignation of the former 'principal after the
initial sponsors of the school withdrew their support. This
was after the students at the school had Shown a tendency to
align themselves with those in the rest of Soweto, breaking
down discipline and reacting against their US donors.

It is rl'i,larkablethat in three years the principal "has not
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only re-built the image and confidence of the school. but has
radically altered the whole institution. He re-established

the discipline and made the school function when few schools
were doing so . He used his contacts to get replacement
funding from three American companies along with many South
African sources" ("The Star" 26/10/91: 14)

Clearly, this school and its History classrooms are organised.
The students learn and the teachers teach. For this reason,
the results depict a functioning school as shown in the
newspapers in which the results were publ icised and repor-t.s
were given about the school. There is entrenched in its
policy a culture of seriousness, a businesslike attitude and
approach to education and schooling which is the r'esult of the
headmaster's strong leadership as desc~ibed in the following
words.

TIGHT SHIP SAILS ON IN SEA OF S~EN VESSELS
..the school was moved from breakdown to
success under the guidance of the new
prinCipal. Elsewhere in Soweto. classes may
never start at all. But here they start at
eight o'clock sharp; indeed pupils run to the
sound of the bell. In three years, he has not
only rebuilt the image and confidence of the
school # but has radically changed the whole
institution
("The Star" 26/10/1991: 14)

The successes of the School are a direct opposite of what
happened in other schoo 1s ar-ound it. This is typical of a
priVate school as compared to conventional DET state secondary
schools. It stands out as a beacon of hope to black education
that all is not lost in getting things going and striving to
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teach the black child as never before. It also stands out as
a beacon of hope in getting rid of the perception created by
the statistics that DET matriCl..llati0I'1'candidates cannot .cope

with academically charged programmes.

The pupils loved the order that prevai.led at their school. the
teachers encouraged it and the principal ensured that

discipline and commitment were strictly adhered to.

Clearly the impression created by pass/failur,~ statistics can
be read with confidence in this case, that DET students are
able and willing to study ;~\eirvTork and to cope academically
in an entirely disruptive enVironment. Their good results
suggest little that is unconvent ....ona I 'L. their school as could
be expeci,:.edin the reading of the Matric results.

For this reason it is less interesting than Ithuteng. which
represdnts the performance of Black children in
education. Ithu'f;.engrepresents the majority of Black schools
which are·;riddled 'with disruptions.. a breakdown in order and
discipline which typically is concealed in pas::s/fail
statistics. For this :ceason it is the more interesting of the
two schools precisely because the pass/fail readership
conceals condit.ions prevailing in DET schools. Hence it
creaces the impression that DET students lack academic
ability.
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CHAPTER 5

ITHUTENG SECONDARY : INTELLECTUAL BREAKDm'lli_

Contrasted with Thebe secondary school is a state secondary

school which is less successful in its matriculation
obtains below DET average results.examination results 1.a. ,it

The problem is that an impression is created that the students
in this school are not able to cope with the Matriculation
academic programme. This is the most important dimension, for
in this school o~curred, almost with a certain degree of
consistency in 1989. a systematic breakd.own of discipline and
order.

This may be more revealing of issues concealed in a reading of
the pass/failure statistics of DEl' students in the more
conventional state schools which are not sponsored by the
private sector. Debates on pass/failure statistics in blac}\
education do not; reveal the daily classroom practices and
cjrcumstances derived from the data on this school WhlCh is
representative of many black state secondary schools in the
urban areas of South Africa.

Teaching is no long,eras exciting as it used to be nineteen
years "go for MapulE\. Then, as a new teacher at a primary
school in 1976, she looked forward to every new day with
excitement and expect.ations. This no longer happens. She no
longer has excitement in teaching but is despondent and
diSmayed and has a ~eeling of tiredness every morning she
wakes up to go to work at Ithuteng where she has been teaching
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Te.aching is no longer as exci ting as it used to be nineteen
years ago for Mapule. Then, as a new teacher at a primary
school in 1976, she looked forward to every new day with
excitement and expectations. This no longer happens. She no
longer has excitement in teaching Jbut is despondent and
dismayed and has a feeling of tiredness every morning she
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now for the past fourteen years.

Like all Soweto secondary schools. Ithuteng is headed by a
principal who was apPointed to principalship out of trust by
the DET that he would uphold the policies and aims of the
state, and to promote sound educational relationships in the
school. The school is run according to the rules and
regulation~ of the DET as contained in the EdUcation and
Training Act of 1979 and amendments thereto. The school has
one deputy principal and four heads of depaltments who assist
the principal in the administration of the school. My
informant heads the Social Sciences department. Office work
is done by t,,:V'oladies. one a typist and the other a . fil ing
clerk. There are thirty-seven assistant teachers whose
qualifications range from secondtlry teacher's diplomas (STD)
to degrees and post graduates.

In 1989 distribution and allocation of duty was done
communa lly in two consecutive meetings at the beginning of the
year in preparation for the education of the one-thousand
four-hundred and fifty students registered at the school. It
was in these meetings that Mapule was allocated History in t.he
matriculation classes.

From the beginning she indicated that she would be available
whenever I arranged to interview her and so when I phoned to
make the very first appointment we agreed to meet at her
school after teaching time.
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Locating the school had not been difficuli; as I had an idea
where it is situated. There was no gate though j,twas not
difficult to find the entrance. The fence git'i.,;''lf ':. ~,',(le school
had. fallen in some parts while it was comp Let.a

others. On an afternoon, when most schools are
a.bsent in

desertec...I
did not expect to find many people
into the premises. On the wall of

a.round as I walked fre~ly
the building facing what

us~d to be the gate, black paint had been used to erase the
schc<'Jl'sreal and original name, and next to it were painted
the "arne of a prominent black politician. probably as the new
name of the ,school. I had the feeling that this had been done
by stUdents.

It is apparent from the moment you walk into the school that
a reading o~ the matriculation pass/fail statistics conceals a
lot of debilitating and distress(ul conditions at Ithuteng.
The buildings and classrooms looked dilapidated and disused,
yet. according to Mapule. this is where she and her colleagues
performed their duties daily during 1989. This is an old
school with the conventional pattern of classrooms found
throughout Soweto. Each classroom has five windows at the
back and four at the front.
Also easy to notice was the

None of them had window-panes.
absence of doors in the school.

In most classrooms the furniture was overturned. broken chairs
lay everywhere. The corners of the classrooms looked like
they had been used as fire-places as they were black with soot
from the floor up to the ceiling.
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There was CI. strong smell of dagga as I entered and there. just
next to the chalkboard in one classroom. was a group of boys
standing in the form of a half-moon, one of them was in a bent
position and making a noise that sounded like an exclamation.
He was throwing dice and the others mumbled as he did. Above
them hung a cloud of smoke. They were smoking dagga. As I
peeped through one window, they took no notice except for one
who tried to hide something he held between his fingers, a
dagga ertub . They were the only st.uderrt.sremaining in the
school that afternoon and I later lea:7.'·nedthat this was a
daily practice as these gamblers and da~Jga--smokersenjoyed the
safety of the school where the police were unlikely to patrol.

Just then I heard flDmeone.call my name from the opposite block
of classes. I followed the voice to a classroom that app.eared
to be the only one in a block of seven that had a door. I
kuocked and opened the door and fou.ndMapule busy marking. As
I ~ntered she removed a book from a pile on the desk in front
of her, made some ticks and cr-oeaes, signed and threw it unto
another pile next to her feet, beCkoned to a chair and started
packing her handbag as we greeted. We sett.leddown to an
interview.

On subsequent visits
arranged to coincide

to the school, 'which
with teaching time I

were purposely
discovered that

disorder reigned. In fact, one could not tell whether school
was open or whether lessons were in progress. Students were
always mill ing around the premises without super-vd sron ,
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obviously enjoying the freedom outside the classrooms. There

was always a lot of 110ise. Some boys noisily played'soccer on
a lawn that separated two blocks of classes. Groups
congregat.ed behind the toilets, some gambling while others
lazily shared a cdg~rette or dagga. A group of small boys, I

thought its members could be the youngest in the school,
alway/s played soccer inside a classrooms.

Groups of girls always congregatt9d around ozher-s who jumped.
around playing some kind of game. They obViously enjoyed
themselves a.sthey laugh~d nodsily and wailed at the top of
their voices. Teachers congr~~gated near the offices or next

to an old, dilapidated staff-room, discussing soccer or either
thing~, or watching .t.he students as they played noj;si ly.
'These ar'e some of the things that were not revee,led by
matriculiition pass/failure x'atestatistics.

After aever-a l interviews ~ a number of issues emergi':!;das the
important dimensions of their cUltural scene, which typically
are corice eled to an indjscerning reader of statist:ics. A

sorting technique was used to prioritise these dimensions
which the informant mentioned as having impacted on History
classrooms at the school in 1989. This resulted in issues

split into four key areas, namely: violence,
provisioning of schools by the DET, bias in the History
ayIl.abuaand textbooks and, examinations.
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VIOLENCE
According to Mapule the year 1989 saw a consistent and
complete overturn of student-teacher relationships. Student-
teacher relationships were often characterised by mutual
distrust and. usually, student hatred and victimisation of
teachers. Often this amounted in some teachers and principals
being physically attacked by students wh,.. labelled them as
state puppets. The result was a complete breakdown of
discipline in the schools with teachers and principals forced
into submission by bell igerent ::~tudentswho came to school
late, armed. and showed an eager keenness to replace
conventional school authority structures with their own. As
teachers and principals lost control, late-coming. absenteeism
and bunking of classes became cornmon. These kinds of issues
were detailed by the :informant which explain what it was like
in the school, given t.he level of violence ..

Violence in this school sometimes emerged in the form of
rivalry between students of neighbouring schools, or between
students and local gangsters and thugs. These levels of
violence had the effect of destabilising schools.

Violence is revealing
/fail at Matric level
here is not the kind

of issues hidden in debates about pass
in Black education. Violence inflicted

that could be expected in schools at all,
let alone to be concealed in pasE:/fai1 stati!3tics. Confirming
this, Mapule explained that violence in the township led to a
complete breakdown of order and discipline in the school.
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This, she argued, had been a problem not only in her History
classes, but throughout the school. History teaching time had
been generally affected by the failure of the school to
function normally, for instance. starting time had been
gradually and spontaneously shifted from ten-to-eight to any
time thereafter because everybody reported late for duty and
school. Generally. the situation had drifted into an
unmanageable laissez faire. She expressed the sentiment that
as teachers, they distrusted and cared very little about one
another and that this boded ill for the relationships in the
school.

That violence had been a major problem at Ithuteng in 1989 is
suggested as it emerged and recurred in interviews:

Violence curtailed the authority especially of
the principal. He was no longer able to
enforce the school and DET policies. Without
them he appeared to be toothless. He was
disrespected by both teachers and students.
For his personal safety he chose to adopt a
laissez-fairs attitude, which led to fUrther
breakdown of authority.
WaS this the only problem related to violence?
No! ...there were other problems.
[Mapule IV1 23/9/91: 6].

Several interviews confirmed that there was a serious problem
of violence Which emerged in different levelS in DET schools
during this period. Some of these are considered below.

Symbolic violence
Violence at Ithuteng, according to Mapule, emerged in
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different forms. but what seemed to perturb her most wes
violence against the office of the principal. This was the
dimension of violence '-ThichI call symbolic violence as its
objective here is seen to be t.he erosion of the authority of
principalship which was ident.ifiedwith the enforcement of t.he
DET's directives. It is symbolic violence because it was not
personal (though on one occasion it became phvsical) as it was
directed against the office of principal which was often
caught up in a web of manipulation and intimidation. Against
this authority. the SRC (Student's Representative Council) had
made demands, given instructions and called meetings during
school hours.

In August 1986. at the height of the unrest. the principal had
called an emergency parents' meeting to brief parents on
violence and on the disruptive attitude of the SRC in the
school. Because of the urg-ency of the matter, he had called
the meeting at the earliest possible time, at night on a
weekday. During the course of the meeting. the stUdents.
protected by the darkness of night, caused chaos by physically
attacking the principal in front of parents who fled instead
of assisting him. His car was also broken in the same
incident, cost:i.ngthousands of rands in damages and, only a
few brave teachers came to his rescue by pacifying the
"comrades" and whisking him away in a different car whilst his
car was driven out by others. "thismay be aeen as symbol ic
violence as it was directed against the office of the
prinCipal whose occupant is obviously one who applies DET
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rules ar:cregula.tions. The accuaat.ton was that he cared less
for the interests of :black peopl~ as he enforced the status
quo at the expense of the hegemony of black liberation. In
fear of further violence, the principal stopped calling
meetings and this affected his outlook towards parent-teacher
relationships.

Petrified, the parents remained silent. In what Me' 'lIe saw'as
regrettable, the only' Visible reaction of parents after thi 4

incident was the removal mostly of the school's hardworking
and c~operative students whose parents sought for them
sanctuary in schools with academically desirable prospects and
probabilities
exan.:inations.

of getting a pass in the matriculation

For the next thre.eyears no par-errt+t.eecher- meetings were
called at Ithuteng. The school fUnctioned without a governing
council in that period. This was further compounded by a
serious d.isagreement between the principal on the one hand ...
and t.ee.cher-s,-iR the school who were members of·the National
Education Union of South Africa (NEUSA) who campaigned for the
scrapping of the governr.aent's governing council and its
replacement with the elected Parents Teachers Students
Association (PTSA). In this venture 'de teachers were
supported by many parents who themselves were under the spell
of the concept of unionism and protest in industry.
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Students' Deaths
Student murders and deatns Were numerous at these tilIlesat
Ithuteng. All the deaths occurred outside school hours,
usually over weekends. at a drinking party or in a robbery,
but they impacted on the school. As if spontaneous, once a
student's death was reported. many boys would come to sChool
armed. spill out of classes into the township in search of the
murderer. SQmetimes students leaders called an impr9mptu
assembly without permission and urged the students to avenge
the death of a colleague. These searches were Violent as they
would result in attacks and counter-attacks between students
and thugs~ battles that usually lasted for periods of a week
or more. Ceasefires were concluded after a revenge killing or
a death of another student but the school took another week or
two to settle down.

In concluSion. what the data suggests is that violence in 1989
promoted lawlessness and confusion. not only in th...:school,
but in the History classes as well. Teaching could not go on
whilst the battles were raging. Sometimes the poli~e ~ame to
the school. walked right into the classroom in pursuit of
students implicated in the battles.

Student Activism
Generally, student
various ways at
unintentionally. to

activism" which manifested itself in
the school. contributed. perhaps

spasmodic and sporadic disruption
disorder in the s0hool. lack

of
ofclassroom activities. general
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interest in education and schooling, as well as aimless and
harpharzard classroom activities. For instance. the Student
Representative Council (SRC) misused its authority l(y
consistently holding mass-meetings. and the staff would only
be told later that the day was to be used by trl~ student
leaders to teach "people' ..:!ducation". As Mapule expressed
it. these meetings were only meant to polit:Cise the less
bellicose students as they would be heard screaming slogans
and singing liberation songs whilst their teachers sat idle in
the staffroom.

Frequently student leaders would insist on meeting the entire
staff during teaching hours without prior notice. Tn these
meetings. which were dominated by students. sometimes the
dignity and authority of teachers was torn apart when the
students openly challenged the integrity of the staff on its
conduct and social behaviour of certain taacht.t' TeaChers
were, out
meetings

of fear and intimidation. foreea to 31t in these
and Iisten to auch challenges. Sometimes serious

divisions occurred between teachers and students. causing
furtllerstrain to already dubious student-teacher relations.
Whilst such meetings were in progress, the rest of the
students would be seen leaving the premises.

Student activism also contributed to the concept of "pass one
pass all". which implied that no student was to repeat a class
~ther than the matriculation class, irre~~ective of whether
that student had failed or passed t~~ int~rnal examinations.
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th<3 legitimacy and relevance of internal
examinations set by teachers. It was a further curtailment of
the duties and authority of teachers who were no longer
allowed to set standards by which students either passed or
failed their examinCltions.

In conclusion. Violence and student activism had a ripple
effect as teachers and students alike took advantage and were
guilty of late coming, bunking. dodging. absenteeism and a
lack of commitment. The students enjoyed the unrest. while
many teachers saw an opportunity to USB the time to either
fu~ther their own studies or engage in ocher personal matters.
On average. about three hours of
daily basis as a resu:t. When at

teaching time were lost on a
school some students just

mi Lled around the school premises w·'.thoutgoing into classes.
disturbing classes that were in pi'ogress by making noise and
moving about outside a busy class.

History teaching was minimal and very Little progress was made
regarding the syllabus and work-programme which prescribe the
pace of te·......'1i-ngon a daily basis. Given the circumstances.
it appears that there was very little that individual teachers
could have done to arrange and facilitate the occurrence of
learning. This situation is corroborated by Johnson and
Johnson with a reminder that whilst it is the t.eacherwho must
facilitate ~he occurrence of learning. only the student can
cause himself to learn by, amongst others, showing interest in
their work' (Johnson and Johnson 1975: 168).



PROVISIONING FOR STATE SCHOOLS
Ithuteng is a typical Black State secondary school in Soweto.
It is unde tovisioned as a result of which it is poorly
maintained. Damages to buildings and the fence were not
repaired in 1989 and for several years before. Students were:
not supplied with I::illtheir textbooks. The libra1~Ydid not
function at all. '!'hecommunfcy per'ceIvae the school as·-&
property of a state w"-ich a.iscriminates against them, property
which nas to be vandalised in order to c~ipple the state. The
data below reveals forms in which under-provisioning impacted
on education and schooling at Ithuteng.

Cleanincr of Classrooms
Th~ school was open to vandalism and destruction on a daily
basis. Teachers and students spent precious time cle~ni.ngthe
classrooms which were vandalised and littered everyday.
Daily, vandals and thieves l(;!tthe claaar-ooms in a mess:; t.hey
stole furniture, br-oke window-panes and threw all sorts of
litter (broken furniture, bottles, papers, urine and faeces)
cn the floors. They stole doors and removed floor-tiles.
broke ceilings and roofs. The school buildings were used for
education in the morning but were a haven br vandals in the,
afternoons and at night.

The school day waB short~ned by the daily practice of
cleaning. The first two per-foda , between 8.DDam and 9.DOam
were frequently wasted on the supervisj.on of loyal students,
those who always reported on time, in the cleaning and tidying
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up of classrooms. This usually gave dodgers a chance to skip
even more serious lessons if the cleaning overlapped into the
tl" ,:""'dand sometimes the fourth period. Serious and normal
teaching started in the third period, at 9.00am.. if by some
chance it had not overlapped beyond that. Teaching would then
continue until li.00am when school broke for lunch. The
seventh period started at 12.00 noon and. theoretically school
was to go on until the end of the tenth period at 2.00pm. But
then typically only a quarter of the total nurhber of the
students returned for afternoon classes. Even these would be
seen trickling out of the school no sooner than they had
returned. The reality was that only four periods, for two
hours, between 9.OOam and 11,.OOam were used for teaching
daily.

A vandalised school meant inconsistent teaching and learning.
Teaching and learning depended on the weather. On cold days
there was no school because students and teachers warmed
themselves in the sun. On rainy days it was inconceivable to
sit in a class with rain pouring in through broken roofs. On
windy days the wind blew through the classes which had no
window-panes, so there was no school. Standing at one corner
of the school during a "normal day" it is still common to see
students loitering outside the classes smoking and gambling
whilst others are in class learning. More disturbing were the
people in the vicinity of the school who. because of the
broken fence, used the school as a t.hor-oughr ar-e. They noisi ly
walked past the classrooms whilst lessons were going on. The
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informant said that it made a mockery of schooling and
discouraged the students and many of them gave this as one of
the reasons why they preferred to loiter outside the classes.
In fact, several concerned teachers spent most of their time
assisting the deputy-principal in driving students into
classes, but no sooner had the teacher gOle past their cl&ss
than they would spill out again. It was like a game of hide
and seek.

Over-crowded Classes
Over-crowding made
the classes, let

it difficult for the teachers to
alone to know all the students.

control
It was

common in some classes to teach different sets of students on
different days as a result of absenteeism and bunking. They
attended as they wishert.. "One day you teach a group of
students, the next day half of them are not there, instead you
find faces that were absent the previous day. The third day
you find yet other new faces. The numbers fluctuated from day
to day." [I.JfapuleIV 3 11/02/91: 4].

Because of the big number-s it was not easy to teach normally
and to motivate students. Ma.pule confided that she did not
know all the students she taught in that year, they were too
many and too inconsistent. When the teacher got to class
stUdents talked noisily until she had to qUieten them. When
~iven written work or assignments and
percent response, the
difficult to mark the work

there was a hundred
informant explained

of too many stUdents,
that it was

sometimes up
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to' sixty essays in one cLaas, and 200 in f'our different
classes. As a result, she avoided giving her students teo
much written werk, especiaJ ly essays. To compound her
predicament, students did not a1l have textboeks and simply
fl'liledto'de the werk which was up to'the standards prescribed
by the syllabus and examinations.

Textbeeks
The aupp Iy and availabil ity of textbooks was another stumbling
block to' normal progress in teaching. First. Mapule
ccmplained that the histery textbecks were delivered only in
Marc'inof 1989 and secondly, that the supply 'Y'1asnet enouqh to'
cever all the students. Thirdly, the previeus standard ten
students had not all returned their textbeeks. This led to'
slew teaching because the teacher had t.o' write netes on the
beard, a tireseme practice. Teaching in this schce1 appears
to'have been a very difficult thing to'de gi/en the ccnditiens
and because ef the constaht shertage the scheel did net devise
a geed system cf retrievlng textbocks frem students.

In summary, there is a temptation to say It was not surprising
that the matriculation results at Ithuteng were amcngst the'
werst in the Jehannesburg regien in 1989. The standard ten
classes were evercrcwded. Many ef these students were
repeaters and the smallest ef the fcur classes Mapule taught
had forty-five students. Under the circumstances, not eneugh
time was given to'the lazy and slow learners in a situatien
where only the motivated and cooper-at.rve students did their
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class and home-work timeously. The majority of the students,
as a result came to school to practice thuggery and to while

away time.

Too much of teaching time was expended on discipline problems,
constant meetings, driving students into classrooms, checking
late-coming, bunking, dodging, or leaving of school before
school-out, and the onerous practice of cleaning the
classroom~ every morning.

Condit.Lcnsrespons lhle.for this state of affairs were the
dilapidated state of the school. Classes did not have all
Window panes. Some had no doors. ceilings had been pulled
down, in some classes there were no chalk-boards, and to make
matters worse there was no fence around the school and school
prope:<;y (doors, tiles , ceiIings , Vi ndows , books, type-
writel"s, tools, etc,) was stolen at will.

EXAMINATIONS
Preparing very big classes for examinations is very difficult
as argued by Mapule and this is compounded by the fact that
the present matriculation examinations encourage rote learning
and the ability to write down informatio~ quickly and
accurately (Walker 1990~ 305). If this is the case, then
preparing matriculant students at Ithuteng secondary school
for the examinations is difficult considering the huge numbers
in these classes.
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Lack of Practice
The effects of violence and the breakdown in the culture of
teaching and learning made it difficult for Mapule to sustain
classroom practices which prepared students for examinations.
As she explained, her daily teaching was inconsistent and
often lacked continuity because not the same set of students
was present from day to day_ Under normal circumstances,
preparing students for exemfnat tons implies continually giving
students i>1o:ckthat is consistent with the requirements of the
examinations. But as often occurred. not all of them did
their c~,~" ~''''d homework. Initially she followed those who
didn't, ..Jfithsof failure she gave up and was only
happy to Ch ..""c cn teaching students Who were cooperative
and will il t<:I ~."-" Many of these students attended
Saturday schools ~lh'~,i.~e they r-ecerved more teaching and
advanced preparations for the examinations. But they were
sometimes a nuisance as they would spend time comparing what
she had taught them with what they were taught at Saturday
schools.

Language Problem

However, even for those who received extra tuition, there was
a language barrier which proved to be serious and sometimes
discouraging especially to the teacher. She found herself in
1989 having to teach both History and English. It was
difficult. she argued, to ignore the language problem as the
students were unable to grasp even the simplest of concept~
and principles necessary for a sound basis in the study of
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History. They could hardly write essays, which is an integral
part of studying History and writing the History examinations.

It was pointless to
of language in a

teach the subject which
medium in which the

requires mast.erv
students were not

proficient. The teacher was not sure as she proceeded from
one concept to the other that the students had followed what
had been taught. In the written work that was given they
often proved that they had understood very little.

From her
stands
History
extent

arguments .;:+ appears that one single factor that
out clearly ciS contributing to high failure rate in
is the language problem. The students went up to the

of not understanding even the instructions in the
examination and selecting questions for which they were not
very well prepared~ all bec~use of language.

Semi-Literate Matriculants
Another issue of great concern was the group of students who
had come into the final year class being semi-literate,
students who had been "condonedll (allowed to proceed to the
next class even if they failed). They are usually condoned
into the next class on the grounds that they nearly passed, or
to make room for t.hoae coming in from the lower classes. Some
came into the Matriculation class as a result of the pass-one,
pass-all call by students in the previous three years. These
were very difficult to teach as time was spent on building
their language development at the same time as they had to
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of the subject and this was done at the
students. None of these students passed.

INDOCTRINATION
1be decade of the eighties witnessed the rejection of History
and attempts to replace it with "alternative subjects". It
111asalso in this per-Led that there was born the concept, of
"people's education" which implied that kind of education
desired and perceived by the Black community to empower them
to stand up to the demands of the period and the future
(Christie 1985: 246-247).

Irrelevant Content
The informant argued that the History that is taught in the
schools is long dead, uninteresting and. irrelevant. This was
proved by marry activist students. who, though not arguing from
a we~l informed perspective, questioned the content of History
and pointed out that it is meant to negate blacks and their
contribution in the history of South Africa as they are shown
mostly as hurdles and objects of disruption in the development
of thE')White society. This resulted in Lack of interest in
the subject which is regarded by many educationists and
students as derogatory to t.heblacks.

The Place of History in the Classroom

She questioned the validity of the History and argued strongly
that perhaps what the students need to learn is what they can
read about; in the newspapers and what they see on television.
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She argued that the same importance that is attached to
Mathematics and SCience should be given to History instead of
the present criterion where almost all the students who do not
do the Sciences are channelled into History and Geography.
PrOficiency in the English language should become a
prerequisite for studying History, then History teachers will
produce good results. Pe.rhaps, she argued, History should be
removed from the curriculum until blacks are allowed to
determine its content which would be made to present a better
picture of the contribution of blacks in the development of
the economy and politics of our country.

CONCLUSION
In response to the research question about what is concealed
in pass/fail statistics, a reading of the matriculation
pass/fail statistics of 1989 clearly conceal classroom
conditions that prevailed in the Matriculation History
classes. There are numerous such conditions but the following
seemed to have prevai Led i va olence , thuggery. indoctrination,
underprovisioning. student activism. boycotts, stayaways,
absenteeism, late-coming, bunking of classes, leaving before
school-out. The data suggests that there was a complete and
systematic breakdown of order and discipline as the daily
History classroom practices were dominated by these events
which were not conducive for teaching and learning.

Data reveals that pass/fail statistics conceal the
belligerence of student activists who replaced conventional
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classroom pr-act.tcee with activities that were not expected to
occur in a normal functioning school. Traditional school
authority structures were replaced by student structures which
threatened to result in the total collapse of the SChool, a
reality which is concealed in an uninformed reading of the
1989 Black matriculation pass/fail statistics.

statistics conceal
the eighties and

that DET
i.n 1989

schools were underprovisioned
and that this resulted

in
in

overcrowding, shortage of
buildings, daily cleaning

textbooks, broken
of classrooms by

furniture and
students during

school hours as well as delays or failure to repair or replace
broken furnitUre and buildings. All these conditions were not
conducive for learning.and teaching.

Data reveals that violence manifested itself in different
forms such as the challenge and erosion of the teachers' and
principal's authority, destruction of school property by
students and outsiders, thuggery, students· deaths and
funerl:!-ls,lOitering and late coming with impunity by both
stUdents and teachers as principals were intimidated and could
neither reprimand nor punIsh. All of these problems resulted
in the reduction of teaching and learning time~ the school day
and academic year. Teachers spent utlnecessary time trying to
promote a situation conducive to learning but received little
support and cooperation frOID their students who saw the
teachers I attempts as ways of trying to pacify them. Many of
these students came into the matriculation class being semi-
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prove that

The pass/fail
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f:)tatisticsat

and teachers
the end of the year
had been unable to

prepare adequate ly'for the matriculation examinations.

As stated in the literature review, by mid-year in 1.989the
achoo l, showj.nga bad premonition for the end of year results,
joined others in rejecting the DET controlled mid-year
,examinations. It was an indication that very little had been
taught and learl'ledby then. There was very little learning
and teaching at the school. Students lost respect for their
teachers and
the teachers

the principal in particular. As they rendered
and principal redundant they took matters into

their own hands, replacing conventional school administration
structures with their own alternative organizations ("The
star" 11/1/90: 3). Student leaders at the school demanded and
called meetings with the staff, or they would call the entire
student body to a meeting during teaching time. According t.o
Mapule, whi 1st these meetings were in progress> the Jrsst of
the students, who were not involved or were annoyed by the
situation. 'hE. ..ll.dbe seen leaving the school premises simply
because they were not being attended to by teachers.

From what the informant suggested, student failure seems t.obe
the accepted norm at this school because very few people are
perturbed by the high failure rate. Those students who pass
the Matriculation examinations do not show the excitement one
would expect to see in students who have acquitted themselves
well. Most of them would thereafter proc~ed to universities
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and colleges without remembering the school.

A culture of disorder dominated the scene, intimidating both
parents and teachers into fear and submission. Students
became more visible than teachers. The Education Policy Unit
of the University of the Witwatersra.:d appropriately described
the situation in many Soweto secondary schools in 1989 as a
decay of authority of any kind ("Drum":Febluary 1990: 6).

early and mid-eighties.
that the problems of the
actually built up until they

1989 at Ithuteng as ~ legacy of the
In clarifying this, she explained

mid-eighties in l'lack 'education
exploded in 1989. The boycotts,

MapuJ.e saw the problems of

stayaways, pass-one-pass-all and ungovernability. started in
the mid eighties, only began to show r-eper-cuasronc in 1989.

Clearly. this school was not organised. Very little time was
spent on the activities ~f teachirq and learning. The school
clearly had no direction as this is revealed in the data.
What comes out clearly is that all these problems are not
revealed in the matriculation pass/failure rate statistics of
the school. The accou~ts given by Mapule depict a situation
of disorder which may not be known by a reader who may
otherwise be sympathetic to the condItions that prevailed at
the school in his/her reading and/or analysis of the school's
pass/fail statistics.
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CHAPTER 6
WHAT STATISTICS CONCEAL

This study has revealed conditions which prevailed in the
Matric History classrooms in two Soweto secondary schools
during the decade of'the eighties, especially in 19B9, as a

backdrop against which the Matriculation pass/failure

statistics have to be read. The aim in describing these
conditions was to develop a perspective in which the
statistics should be viewed in a way that will give the reader
insight into the 1989 Black matriculation pass/failure rate
statistics in relation to the prevailing History classroom
practices in that year.

The 1989 Black matric pass/fail statistics which were released
in the press at the beginning of 1990 informed readers
nationally that 121,809 (about 58,2%) of DET matriculants
failed the examinations. In the Johannesburg region alone
there was a 27,4% pass ~ate. Tnis dismal record disturbed
many taxpayers. educationists, politicians, economists and
parents (Hart~horne 1992: 82), who have the impression that
DET students are unable to cope academically. That is, a
sense is created by these statjstics that DET students fail
despite having access to schooling and that explanation of
their failure is done without having access to the culture of
the schools where the statistics and their background are used
to explain that failure.

A reading of the statistics may easily mislead both the
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informed and uninformed reader to the erroneous assumptio~
that t.hase l"E'lsults were obtained under normal conditions.
This study problematizes that assumption to show the reader.
through a description of prevailing ~bnditions in DET schools.

impossible. This may

rate statistics conceal conditions which
of normal results difficult, if not
have the effect of at the very least

that.t.hepass/failure
made the attainment

turning their
reader needs
prevail in

assumption into a question so that a sensitive
to recognize the fact that whilst normalcy should
schools, there were however; categories of

aecondar-y schools in Soweto. On the one hand, the-l"ewere DET
schools which were sponsored by the, private sector and
functioneli norrnally where a reading of the statistics conceal
little oth.erthan a normally functioning school Where teaching
and leanHng took place. However, the vast majority of
schools, like Ithuteng, were dis-functional and dominated by
conditions which a reader would not expect to find in schools.
This reality is concealed in the pass/failure statistics which
a reader must take into account when studying statistics of
DET students' failure in the 1989 Matriculation examinations.

A reading of the statistics conceals the reality. that only a
few secondary schools had sponsorship, like l~ebe, and as a
result. functioned normally. Here ,History classroom
practices that prevailed in 1989 were what we would expect of
a normally functioning secondary school, It is well
maintained, Y.as little or no violence arid by all standardS has
qualities of a functioning schvol. The students came to
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school on time and left. at the right time, there was no
thuggery and there wo.ssufficient funding by both government
and non-governmental organizations as a result of which there
was no shortage of textbooks. furniture and c)ther faci Iit:ies
essential for the teaching and learning
the History teacher was enthusi~stic

processes. Generally,
and diligent and the

students hard "Working. For this reason, Thebe is the less
interesting of the two schools in this study because it
represents what a reader would be expecting of a school on
reading pass/fail statistics.

Ithuteng is more interesting because it challenges the
reader's assumptions of normalcy and that DET students are
unable to cope with academic study. The pass/fail statistics
conceal conditions one would not usually expect in schools.
Conditions at !thuteng stand for situations in non-sponsored
DET schools where conditions prevented the carrying out cf
normal teaching and learning. These schOOls were dominated by
thuY9"dry. vandalism, vio:vnce, intimidation.. boycotts,
stayaways, underprovisioning, bunking of classes, late-coming
and leaving before schoel-out.

Pass/fail statistics typically concealed that a culture of
teaching and learning could not be assumed and that the
conditions mentioned in the above paragraph had become
synonymous with schooling. Students
knives and guns in their schoo.Lbaqe

went to school carrying
inst.eadof books. There

was lawlessness as students took the law into their own hands
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and were threatening to hath their teachers and peers. Time
was spent by students in reprisal raiC.shunting for the
murderers of their peers and Schools seemed to claim more
student deaths than University EntranCe passes.

The problems created by the level
carried out and virtually reduced the

of val'ldalism which was
school to ruins is not

revealed by the statistics. Classrooms were used as gambling
dens during teaching time and as
afternoons and at night. Every

toilets by outsiders in the
morning loyal students spent

time in several classrooms to clean them and to remove dirt
including faeces and urine. During winter furniture was used
to make fires in the classrooms for warmth. In the process,
floors and walls were damaged.

Statistics conceal the erosion of teacher authority in the
school. These do not reveal that mindful of their own safety,
teecher-seither ignored the laWlessness in School or treated
the situation with caution. Violence in and around the school
was fJ·O common that the teachers, espeCially the principa 1, was
often suspected and accused.by students and members of the
community of collaborating with the police if students were
arrested for their part in Violence and/or intimidation. The
school's telephone was destroyed because it was perceived as
t.heprinCipal's link with the police. Himself a.victim of his
own students. the principal often did not want to reprimand or
punish students. Student leaders took control of the
situation as they dictated what was to be done and what was
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not to be done. The principal and teachers were often called
to meetings which the students dominated and in "Thich the
conduct of teachers was often discussed. stud.ent mass
meetings were a daily feature in which the student leader'S
were purportedly teaching people's education. Always when
meetings were called many students who felt that such meetings
were a .waste of time, left f01:'their homes, annoyed and
frustrated, v..rhileothers obviously enjoyed the freedom.

Underprovisioning is another problem concealed ir.. the
pass/fail statistics. This was profoundly acute it resulted
in students either having to share textbooks or to do without
them altogether. In some claaaes non were supplied at all.
The 1ibrary did not f unct.d on at Ithuteng and ultimately,
because of shortage of rooms, became a staffroom.

Teaching consequently was difficult. teachers seldom could set
classwork and homework with success. If work was g:i.ven,
students seldom complied with the requirements of the work
set. Students bunked classes and bunking became a very
serious problem and the culture of teaching and learni:~g was
eroded to the point where ver-y little teaching and lec(rning
took place regularly. A reading of pass/fail statistics is
bIind to the disruption of t.~aching and learn:ing as would be
expected.

Another occurrence, typical of History teaching in 1989 and
concealed in the statistics~ was the phenomenon of late-coming
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by both students and teachers which prevented the normal
running of the school, the daily morning assembly was often
held long after 8.00aro,sometimes as late as 9.00am. Coupled
with this was the frequent tendency of the students to leave
school as early as 11.00am and to loiter when they were
present at school. The principal and some concerned teachers
spent most of the day driving students into the classrooms.
It appears that every effort was being made, directly and
indirectly, to shorten the school day. Ultimately, teaching
time was reduced to two hours, between 9.00am and 11.00am.

stayaways and boycotts were drafted into the students'
activities and is another recurrent occurrence concealed in
the statistics. Stayaways meant that students and teachers
did not attend school. Boycott action was two dimensional; it
sometimes meant that students boycotted classes by staying
away from school; it also meant that students could attind
school but boycott classes.
quite often furniture and
destroyed.

These were the days on which
other school equipments were

On days when there were boycotts and/or stayaways, students
went to the nearby shopping centre to attack delivery
vehicles. When pursued by the police they sought refuge in
the school and were 3ubjected to teargas which forced
everybody out of school. Humiliated and annoyed. the teachers
simply packed their bags c<ndleft for their homes to report
the next dery , When student:s got injured in this mayhem
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teachers faced the choice of either ignoring them and risk
being labelled collaborators, or attending to injured students
which. depending on the level of injury, sometimes implied
taking them to Baragwanath Hospital, or to the local doctor
and clinic. The teachers' assistance usually meant that they
bare the costs. with the result that students often acted with
impunity. Such disturbances were infrequent but

teaching History at Ithuteng in 1989
were
andnevertheless part of

are concealed in the statistics.

Ithuteng represents non-sponsored DET Secondary schools where
the conditions in the decade of the eighties, especially in
1989, prevents a reader assuming that order and normalcy
prevailed in Black schooling in reading DET Matric results.
Like other DET schools around it, schooling at Ithuteng was
characterised by vandalism. violence, etc. and very little
schcoling.
pr-eva i lied

To assume that a culture of teaching
in 1989 in the History classroom

and l(.;.;)rning
is simply a

mist-ake. Iiistory classroom practices were determined not by
the teacher- but by prevai1ing circumstances. and Mapule
reiterated that conditions hindered even the very smallest
opportunities for teachers to teach and stud.ents to learn.

The administration of the school fell into the hands of
bellicose politicised students who lacked the wisdom to
distinguish order from disorder. In the lower classes
students passed themselves from one standard to the next. and
resulted in semi-literate students entering the matriculation
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classes. Interviews also revealed that certain students
sometimes sat for the wrong grade for which they had not been
registered. This is indicative of the confusion which
prevailed at the school and that it would be unreasonable to
expect the pass/failure rate to be otherwise.
statistics did not r.eveal such details.

Clearly, the

The pass/failure rate statistics of the school should be read
and understood against the backdrop of the conditions
prevailing in schools like Ithuteng and not read as if
normalcy prevailed in DET throughout the eighties. An
"educated" readin§~ of the DET pass/fai lure statifltics in the
Matriculation examinations will then be less inclined to
attribute deficit to students in an explanation of the high
failure/low pass rate. but to look to the structural and
ideological conditions prevalent in Black schools to explain
the pass/fail statistics.

At the very least. a reading of the DET pass/fail rate
statistics should not assume normalcy. Pass/fail statistics
conceal as much as they reveal. Concealed are the conditions
that prevented normal learning and teaching taking place at
this school and those like it. In reading the pass/failure
statistics, informed and sensitive readers need to take
account of the prevailing conditions in the account they give
of the 1ppalling results.

The conditions prevailing at Ithuteng, it j:sbelieved. are
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representative of many secondary schools in Soweto and should
be a cause of concern rather than a cause to attribute deficit
to students. Clearly. the pass/fail statistics conceal
conditions which were disruptive to normal teaching and
learning to which a reading of the statistics may be blind.
They conceal the impact of violence, boycotts and stayaways,
underprovisioning and the rejection of subjects such as
History which exude elements of Bantu Education, on classroom
practices. All these are conditions which, according to the
argument of Hartshorne, resulted in an acute crisis situation
in Black Education, a deteriorating learning environment,
harpharzad and spasmodic school attendance, demotivated and
"burnt-out" teachers, unsettled conditions in which violence
and intimidation were common and all led to disastrous
Matriculation examination results (Hartshorne 1992: 80).
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APPENDIX A

TIIEBE SECONDARY SCHO')L MATRIC HISTORY RESULTS. 1989

I

SYl"u3 A B C D E F G H
OL '.

H.G 2 2 2 I

S.G 2 1 3
I ~.

• Jla> - -
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APPENDIX B

ITHUTENG SECONDARY SCHOOL: ~~TRIC HISTORY RESULTS, 1989

SYMB A B C D E F FF G H
OL
H.G 1 6 37

S.G. 1 2 2 3 8 3 15 22
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